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Fishing, Drinking and the Construction
of Identity in Rural Ireland
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ABSTRACT Although the consumption of alco1iol is a frequently-encountered property

of social life in fishing communities, tlie relationship between fisliing and drinking is not
much explored. In tliis paper it is argued that in tlie small Irish community of Clontarf
drinking is to be analytically tackled as an important element in the social relations of
fishing production. Having established its cultural significance to be on a par with many
other essential productive resources, it is then explained that in recurrent and sustained
drinking sessions, men express and legitimize their competence in fishing; that tlie affinity
between fishing and drinking has major consequences for the local construction of gender
relationships; and tlrat it is in the course of routine drinking bouts that significant and
persistent collective and individual identities within Clontarf are constituted.

In the small Irish community of Clontarf (a pseudonym), heavy alcohol
consumption is considered nothing untoward. For most men, any weekend
involves a substantial amount of drinking within several of its bars: a
proportion of these drink regularly throughout the week; and although at
weekends some men would be in the company of their wives, drinking is for
the most part a male preserve. Since the adult population of Clontarf is only
450, the fact that no less than eight bars can survive and in some cases
prosper, itself indicates that drinking is a major dimension of recurrent
income expenditure. The concern of this paper is to couple the analysis of
drinking with some exploration of how various social identities are constructed in Clontarf. For whilst social anthropologists have often examined
alcohol consumption as a feature of generalised community experience (see
the contributions to Douglas (1987)), my concern is to examine drinking's
contribution to the reproduction of social identities within the community.
Clontarf folk do not consider it abnormal for men to drink heavily: this is
considered an element of the community's routine practices. But this is not to
say that drinking is not remarked upon: the quality of beers and spirits, the
ambience of different bars, changes in individual consumption patterns, the
quirks of public house owners, are just a few of the recurrent conversational
topics. From this discourse of drinking, constructions of identity emerge.
Fishermen always figure most prominently in this flow of drinking discourse since they drink more frequently and more copiously than any other
fraction of the community: and the particular location in which they reside
and take their leisure is especially renowned for the role which alcohol
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consumption plays. These features too are routinely remarked upon and
discussed: fishing and drinking are considered indivisible and there are
numerous markers of their interconnectedness. In this paper I examine this
especially privileged relation between fishing and drinking and locate their
affinity within the material circumstances of production. It will be argued
that the relation has important consequences not only for the collective
identity of pier folk but also the construction of gender relations within
Clontarf. After detailing how the politics of fishing and drinking is related to
the politics of gender, we will return to examining the role played by alcohol
in this particular form of simple commodity production in rural Ireland.
Fishing Out the Pier

.

Despite its small size, Clontarf is exceptionally differentiated. Its constituent
domains are the country, the village and the pier, each of which has particular
occupational concern, an exclusive population engaged in it, and an inescapably idiosyncratic ethos. The country is the preserve of farmers and farm
families who possess their own small units of production: the relationship
between a family and its farm is always a special and identifiable one; and
each family's affairs are always considered private and hallowed. The village
is dominated by several large, but not unified, families whose main concern
is commerce. As the owners of general stores and public houses, they are
especially prominent socially and politically in the village. But this domain is
also the hub of community-wide traffic, and by contrast with the country is
a very public place indeed where little is secret and much is commonplace.
Although these differences are pronounced enough, it is nevertheless the
pier which is considered the most distinctive of the three domains: it is often
said that 'things happen at the pier that couldn't happen anywhere else in
Clontarf.' Central to this distinctiveness is the concentration of the harbour,
the bars, and the domestic residences of pier folk within a few hundred yards'
radius. A majority of regular fishermen reside here with their families in
houses directly overlooking the harbour. The two bars mainly frequented by
them stand, with all due symbolic moment, between the harbour and their
domestic dwellings so that all fishermen must at least pass the bars several
times each day.
Fishing out of Clontarf is a form of simple commodity production within
a small urban industrial society. The boats are mostly between thirty and
forty foot wooden-hulled vessels and fibre glass dinghies (or 'punts'). The
former require a crew of three and it is from them that most fishing is done
throughout the year. Characteristically a three-man crew comprises the
boat's skipper-owner and two others called sharemen. All three receive an
equal share of the boat's catch with a further two shares reserved to cover
improvements to the boat, new gear and the cost of fuel. Boats are privatelyowned and in addition to this being the skipper-owner's major capital asset,
it is the only source of his own and his dependent's livelihood as well as being

the main focus for all fluid capital and labour. These small boats are
sometimes tied up for days on end due to inclement weather, yet there is
endless maintenance work to be done. Even when a boat is tied up, its owner
will be on board discussing 'her' strengths, 'her' weaknesses, and 'her' foibles
with other fishermen. The discourse about fishing is tangled, ramified, and
never-ending, especially among owners.
The reputations of skippers and sharemen are wholly determined by the
performance of their boats. An owner-skipper's standing is the subject of
regular review as is that of a shareman who stays with a particular boat for
some time. Usually between a dozen and a score large boats and punts are
working out of the pier: since all (bar one) are restricted to a single day at sea
at a time, each evening their boxes of fish are on the pier awaiting collection
by a fish buyer. The success of a boat and its crew is therefore instantly and
publicly estimable in a way that no other local population's output could
possibly be. Insofar as the skipper owns the boat and is personally responsible
for every decision taken on it, so his personal reputation comes under the
closest possible scrutiny.
Relations between fishermen are consistently egalitarian and recurrently
conflictual. By virtue of being self-employed men in possession of their own
productive resources, an ethos of egalitarianism is inescapable. The idea that
every man is as good as his neighbour is a consistent thread informing most
important codes of interpersonal conduct. This is not to suggest that there are
few material inequalities amongst Clontarf's fishermen (though neither are
there marked disparities), it is rather to acknowledge that the emphasis on
equality concerns moral attributes rather than material assets. The ethos is
variously signalled by nicknames, greeting styles, the use of epithets and the
sustained abuse of those who, despite all, insist on proclaiming themselves
superior to others.
This itself creates conflict: but most is produced by other considerations.
Fishermen fall out over how fishing should be done, they quarrel over details
of the share system, they vie for harbour moorings, they accuse one another
of incompetence, and when drift nets or lines of crayfish netting become
inadvertently tangled out at sea, boat owners find themselves publicly at
loggerheads. Once differences are in the public domain, they inevitably
become wrapped up in matters of reputation and prestige from which many
find it impossible to step down. Since there are always in this condensed arena
of work, leisure and residence, dormant past tensions and volatile current
ones in place, it does not require a spectacular addition to provoke escalation.
The most telling index of this potential is the street brawl. Elsewhere in
Clontarf, physical violence between grown men would be unthinkable: yet at
the pier, every now and then, a fistfight breaks out and does much to
reinforce the pier's image of a rough place inhabited by truculent residents.
Notwithstanding the tough, manual nature of fishing, it requires a great
deal of knowledge to be pursued successfully. For a start there are the copious
quantities of local knowledge about fishing conditions which older men have

acquired over the decades: these focus on the movement of different fish at
different times of the year, under different climatic conditions and in different locations (or 'marks'). Most men have favourite marks where they
frequently fish, others will stay clear of particular locations - and these may
be one and the same. More currently, there is the ever-changing information
about other Clontarf boats which any skipper follows assiduously,
connecting this information with relative size catches at the end of the day.
Relevant too is the location of Irish, French, Spanish and English trawl fleets
for the arrival of these off shore can spell drought conditions locally as the
general area is 'fished out.'
Again, current knowledge concerning fishing authorities is indispensable,
especially during the summer months of salmon fishing, for most boats the
more lucrative period of the year. It would not be so were not every rule
surrounding salmon fishing actually flouted: so it becomes imperative to be
familiar with the current activities of the bailiffs. Of like consequence is
up-to-date information about market outlets. The sale of fish is not here
centralized (on the lines of, say, a cooperative arrangement), but divided
between at least three independent buyers who compete for the clientage of
boat owners and then sell directly to consumers in the regional market place,
or to other buyers, including overseas ones. Boat owners must therefore keep
a weather eye open for all current prices inside and outside Clontarf in order
to decide whether present arrangements with a buyer should be maintained or
broken off. Similarly fluid are the relations between skippers and sharemen
for there is no effective contract between them, only a verbal agreement to
work together until such times as one party determines otherwise. As a result,
skippers keep well abreast of how sharemen on other boats are performing,
and sharemen are always well informed about the relative fortunes of every
other skipper in Clontarf.
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Drinking to Social Difference

The pressures of private boat ownership, the uncertainty of personal
reputations, the aggressive competitiveness of fishing, and the imperative of
up-to-date knowledge are, then, some salient features of the occupation
which economically and culturally dominates the pier. In combination they
put men regularly and recurrently in Clontarf's bars so that drinking becomes
as much a means of production as the boat and the gear to fish with. It is an
occupational imperative amongst Clontarf's fishermen to maintain a solid
footing in the discourse distilled in the community's public houses. The two
bars adjacent to the harbour are the preeminent sites in which this discourse
is composed, but two others in the village are also popular with some.
Accordingly, fishermen are continually in motion between these bars and
may well visit all four of them (and others besides) in the course of a night or
a weekend of solid drinking. Especially in the village bars, fishermen rub
shoulders with farmers, business folk, wage-earners and the unemployed: but
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by the end of a night's drinking, it is usually the case that fishermen have
fallen in with their own. Be that as it may, it is a virtual cultural requirement
that to be a fisherman it is necessary to drink well. As is the case in Houat,
south Brittany, multiple constructions surround the notion of a 'real fisherman' (Jorion n.d.), but the idea that an effective and successful fisherman
could keep himself to himself and not drink well would be considered out of
the question, whilst these are two quite common and expected characteristics
among the community's farmers.
It is assuredly within the commensal setting of the bar that any fisherman
constructs his personal reputation - or, one might say, chases it down since
in this setting all reputations well proceed their bearers. Erving Goffman once
wrote (1959:33): 'People are obliged not only to carry out their tasks and
routines, but also express their competence in doing so.' It is in drinking
sessions that a fisherman does this and thereby legitimizes his mode of
operation. Fishing is a craft occupation requiring an inordinate amount of
experience and knowledge which can be exercised in a wide variety of ways:
there is no set programme for catching fish. A fisherman therefore articulates
the discrete and particular rationale behind his way of doing things in
conversation and debate with his peers, including even those major decisions
which all have to take every year. When to cease salmon fishing, for example,
and put down tangle nets is a decision which all owners of larger boats must
take: but the transition often enough occurs over a two month phase, such is
the range of variables which has to be considered.
Particularly since a skipper's ultimate decisions on major issues have
fundamental ramifications not only for his family but also his sharemen and
their dependents, so they warrant accountability: and this is exactly what
transpires in extended drinking sessions throughout the year. Accordingly it
is in the milieu of the bar that the reputations of skippers are made and
unmade over stout and whiskey chasers. Of course it is boxes of fish which
ultimately determine any fisherman's worth: but it is also a central part of
local belief that a good deal of fishing depends on luck. In order to account
for a good spell in terms of personal ability and expertise rather than chance,
any fisherman needs provision his own account and explanation in the public
milieu of the bar: and quite as important as the consolidation of his standing
in such circumstances is the hardening of his self-confidence, by no means a
negligible asset in this competitive location.
Evidently related to this consideration is that the bar is the outstanding site
in which to conspicuously display one's productivity. Although a boat's
output is evident enough by virtue of being despatched from the pier, there
are important exceptions. Fishermen go to great lengths for example to hide
the quantities of salmon they have on board, likewise with crayfish, for these
are the most valuable of catches and a boat-owner known to be doing well at
a particular mark can expect others to move in and crowd him out. (On
secrecy in fishing, see contributions to Andersen and Wadel (1972), Smith
(1977) and Palsson (1982).) Considerable satisfaction can come from having

effectively disguised the details of such successes whilst on the other hand
publicly broadcasting one's high return through drinking heavily oneself and
buying rounds for others. The early 1980s saw a relative decline in the returns
from fishing with the result that expansively buying rounds fell into disrepair
as a regular ritual. It is therefore now all the more noteworthy when a
fisherman does so. It is following a sustained bout of high productivity that
one expends more money than usual on oneself and one's closest associates as when, for example, in 1988 one young fisherman on a share in a successful
boat managed to spend well over £100 on spirits in a drinking spell which
lasted two full days.
The important properties of alcohol are that it is publicly consumed and
that it is available in specifiable quantities (see Collman (1988), chapter 6).
Since fishermen well know what all others customarily drink, any marked
variation is not only noted but some explanation is sought. Not all such
changes however can be directly related to success in fishing. A frequent (but
certainly not universal) claim amongst established fishermen is that, provided
the essential requirements of the family are met, they are relatively indifferent to money, even contemptuous of it. Certain drinking sessions appear
virtually set in motion to display precisely that. In late 1988 the most
spectacular (and then, infamous) binge involved four brothers, all in middle
age, with families to support. Together they consumed an exceptional quantity of stout and spirits from a Friday afternoon through to the Sunday
evening, breaking only for an occasional meal. The drinking session had
taken off in impromptu fashion, as does all 'good crack' in Clontarf: but the
pier population was assuredly impressed by the brothers' conspicuous indifference to their immediate financial circumstances. None of the four was
fishing successfully, two were - if anything - performing badly.
It is in such sessions as these that men display their ability to hold their beer
well and demonstrate their physical toughness: a good deal of physical
horseplay accompanies any serious drinking bout. As we have seen, this
quality is indispensable to small scale fishing out of Clontarf for there are
none of the comforts which are now so widely available on modern trawlers
(as described by Cohen (1986) for Shetland Island vessels). On most Clontarf
boats in the early 1980s even the engine driven hauler was a recent addition:
in winter months conditions at sea can be acutely uncomfortable; and all fish
processing is done at sea and by hand. Accordingly, to be a fisherman it is
necessary to be hard. Less obviously, the chances of other fishermen driving
over one's salmon nets, taking a knife to the top or bottom ropes of drift nets,
or cutting away lines of lobster pots, are now increasingly high, given the
competitive nature of this occupational niche. One is less likely to be the
target of such sabotage if it is well known that outright physical confrontation will result, and accordingly some readily demonstrate their physical
prowess to signal that they should not be unduly provoked.
Yet above all else, it is the knowledge which is condensed, compounded,
and constantly refined in the bars which is most essential to effective fishing

over time. One simply does not get proper access to this scarce resource unless
one's membership of the occupational cadre is established and on-going.
Even blow-ins who have bought new boats into the harbour have faced
near-insuperable obstacles in their initial, and hostile, induction phase. So
access to this resource cannot be other than as part of a generalized exchange
process. One is expected to provide information which will be of value to an
extended circle of others, quite as much as theirs will be to oneself. But this
has to be done whilst observing other implicit codes for conduct at the pier,
such as that which requires a primary sense of obligation to one's present
crew, even though it is understood that its composition will be short lived, or
that which demands loyalty to one's close relatives, despite the fact that male
siblings and cousins find themselves in direct competition with one another. .
The consideration which cannot be over emphasized is that all such information is frequently changing and needs to be quickly acted upon. The movement of shoals of fish is not only rapid but exceptionally unpredictable on
this section of the Irish coastline. Unless a fisherman rapidly learns of their
presence and acts on it, the opportunity is lost. Market prices change
considerably and within relatively narrow periods of time: so too do selling
opportunities to particular buyers inside and outside Clontarf. In the summer
months, the sudden advent of bailiffs either over the horizon by boat or by
the single main road into Clontarf can only be anticipated by access to an
inter-community network of contacts which locally terminates in Clontarf's
bars. Under such circumstances, there can be no effective alternative to
regularly being there in the bars; whilst some specific, clearly demarcated
information may be readily available, the great bulk of it is built into the
routine flow of a wide variety of verbal encounters. One has to extract the
information which one needs and act on it accordingly. It is for these reasons
that a recurrent presence has to be maintained. Unless a fisherman makes a
couple of visits to his favourite bar each day and spends in them several
evenings each week, he is marginalized from that flow of drinking discourse
on which his means of livelihood substantially depends.
The Boundaries of Place and Gender
The processes described thus far are central to the reproduction of the pier's
collective identity as a distinct domain inside Clontarf. Elsewhere I have
described how a collective identity of Clontarf as a community finds consistent expression without undermining the sense of internal heterogeneity
(Peace 1986). Presently the important issue is that the interconnected economic and social relations which turn upon drinking and fishing are themselves integral to the pier residents' distinct identity within the community at
large. To sum up the major influences, in addition to the pier being physically
distinct from the village and the country, fishing is its conspicuously paramount occupation and is pursued by a handful of prominent families concentrated there. The rough character of pier life, from physical aggression

through to a notable earthiness in daily speech, is especially marked by
comparison with the ambience of the other two domains. The role played by
drinking in the social life of the pier is relatively pronounced too, and is at
times condemned as reprehensible by villagers and farmers who consider
themselves more restrained. Above all, as will now be evident, the drinking
discourse focussed upon pier bars is so very dense and detailed that it is
beyond the capacity of non-fishermen to contribute to it. To a greater degree
than the farmers in the country or business folk in the village (both of whose
occupational discourses are far less notable), the sheer detail and volume of
constantly changing information results in the fishermen realizing a distinct,
bounded discourse around the pier domain which others find difficult to
penetrate.
..,
The same constellation of fishing-drinking relationships has profound
impact on the construction of gender relations inside the pier domain. The
result is a marked divide between the work sphere dominated by men and the
domestic sphere directed by women. Once again the prevalent consideration
is relative for this distinction is not one which obtains elsewhere in Clontarf.
On the community's agricultural properties, farmers and their wives cooperate closely, the latter frequently taking charge of milking, the responsibility
for calf rearing, and the raising of small animals for sale. Joint enterprise is
even more pronounced amongst the commercial enterprises which predominate in the village. The three village bars for example are all family enterprises in which husband and wife cooperate to the full, not least to minimize
the need for non-familial labour requiring wage-payment. As with the farms,
public houses and village shops are run by pooling all available family labour
so that sons and daughters are recruited as soon as possible into the routine
operation of these enterprises.
By contrast is is not unusual for the wives of fishermen to claim that they
know little about their husband's work; a few pronounce their indifference.
Even if this is not to be taken quite literally, within this particular form of
commodity production there is no role occupied by women, nor evidence to
suggest that in the past women processed fish on lines described for somewhat similar communities in the British Isles and beyond (Thompson 1983;
Sider 1984). Contemporaneously then, the pier woman's predominant role is
a service one, wholly embedded in and circumscribed by the parameters of
the domestic household. Whereas the social relationships of men are focussed
upon the harbour and the bar, those of women are centred upon the home, or
more strictly speaking, the relations between several domestic units which are
concentrated together above the harbour.
In that most pier residents were born either in Clontarf or its vicinity,
younger and middle-aged women frequently have their own or their husbands' parents reside nearby. Accordingly, in addition to the evidently major
task of bringing up children, the first specific component of the woman's
service role is that of providing for the aged since the chief burden invariably
falls on married women and requires a considerable number of resources to
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be devoted to their care (particularly since regional welfare facilities are
located at a good distance from this small community.) Also by virtue of
being locally born, most women have a number of siblings resident in
Clontarf or neighbouring settlements; and in this context, the bonds between
siblings are always intimate. Whether of the same gender or not, the relationship is wholly privileged by contrast with all others. And to these relatives are
to be added the husband's siblings with whom any woman is expected to be
(minimally) on cordial terms, some of whom will be around the same age as
the fisherman's wife and either have had children or are still in the childbearing phase.
A pier housewife is thus typically surrounded by relatives to whom she is
affinally or consanguineally related. For fairly evident reasons, her routine
social network is dominated by the female relatives with whom she shares
household chores, the minding of infants, escorting older children to school,
and providing meals for all concerned. So when one talks with, or simply
listens to, pier women from fishing families discussing their daily affairs, the
indelible impression is that their domestic lives are about juggling with time.
They are involved in a never-ending process of imaginatively and creatively
structuring the hours of the day in order to mediate the competing pressures
put upon them by children, husbands, parents and parents-in-law, as well as
neighbouring siblings. If the point seems an obvious one, all that can be
rejoindered is that it proved striking to this ethnographer since by comparison their menfolk are relatively indifferent to the clock. Apart from the haste
of casting off from moorings at the commencement of a trip, and even that
is an exercise subject to inordinate delay often enough, fishermen frequently
have time on their hands whilst their wives struggle with its scarcity.
As one might anticipate, the production of tension and conflict between
pier households is relatively frequent whereas by contrast conflicts between
farming families are not only few but also short lived. Disputes between and
within related households over children, money, property ownership, and
sexual matters incline to be regular amongst pier residences. What is especially striking about them is that, whatever understanding there might be to
keep such matters within family bounds, this proves virtually impossible to
sustain. It is especially problematic to do so because disputes between women
become so frequently interlinked with, and indissoluble from, disputes between their menfolk at the pier. One's neighbour may be the wife of one's
husband's shareman: one's husband may be engaged in running battle at sea
with one's brother who, with his family, resides hard by; one's friendship
with a fish buyer's wife may be put at hazard because husbands are at odds
over prices or payments; and so forth. As a result of such multiplex relations,
conflicts between pier households become involved and intricate, and they do
much to compound the pier's reputation as a disputatious locale. But whilst
their husbands are able to engage in varied avoidance and distancing strategies under such circumstances, either by going out to sea or retiring to a
village bar, women with their many responsibilities are less able to do so. Put
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simply, women have no extra-household milieu to which they can turn if they
wish to put distance between themselves and the accumulating tensions of the
pier.
Instead their characteristic response is to forge, and then rely heavily upon,
close friendships with one or two fellow pier residents. Whilst it is rarely the
case for fishermen to exhibit special dyadic associations - but rather to
concur with the interpretation of one who said 'Everyone here's your friend
or your enemy, and in one week he may be your friend and in the next your
enemy!' - their wives form special, enduring attachments which effectively
become relations between confidantes. Whether based on friendships from
school days, developed specifically in Clontarf, or rooted in siblingship or
cousinhood, it is in such bonds that fishermen's wives find the resources to
negotiate with the intensity of their micro-social world. It is in them too that
they elaborate their own discourse of domestic politics by drawing upon and
further compounding their characteristic intimacy with the pier. The state of
various marriages, the financial circumstances of households, the careers of
local associations, the intrigue of extra-marital liaisons - these are some of
the issues to be kept abreast of; and their detailed examining in its turn feeds
through into their verbal encounters with parents, neighbouring relatives and
other co-residents, in a seamless thread of talk and endless currents of
conversation out of which the pier as a bounded domain is constantly being
constructed.

Of Dramas, Sagas and Drinking
TO this extent, the discourse of domestic politics elaborated by pier women
and the drinking discourse of their husbands are similarly constitutive of the
social boundary which distinguishes their domain from the remainder of the
community. The contrasting nature of the daily round of men and women is
reflected in their myriad conversational encounters, yet each is equally
pier-focussed and is such as to reinforce the prevalent and prideful notion
that 'We are pier folk and we are different.'
Contrasting as they may be however, it is equally the case that these gender
discourses are effectively complementary. Simply because the daily round
creates some socio-spatial separation does not lead to their lives remaining
distinct and separable (although that the one inexorably results in the other is
assumed in the classic study by Dennis (1958)). At least in Clontarf, the
experiences of spouses are wholly complementary at one level precisely by
virtue of their being discrete at another, for in the quiet of the home their
experiences can be knitted together in a comprehensive web of interpretation.
Their mutual accomplishment is a shared cognitive map of their social
domain. On-going events, some of which I would call dramas, others sagas,
comprise the governing threads of their disjointed talk, for it is such events
out of which the framework of pier politics is fabricated. In my terms,
dramas incline to be variations on much the same themes, are of limited

duration, involve restricted personnel, and they can be followed closely
without requiring any active intervention. As the term implies, sagas occur on
a politically grander scale and are temporarily extended also. Sagas engage a
larger body of local figures, several issues are frequently at stake, they have
long term consequences, and they generate often heated exchange amongst
the broader, attentive audience of pier residents.
The crucial point for emphasis at this point is that the pier, above all other
locations in Clontarf and its wider locality, is the especial source of both
dramas and sagas. And this is because - returning now specifically to the
role of alcohol amongst the fishermen - of the distinctive relationship
between drinking and fishing. What is critically common to both is that they
are equally generative of the untoward, the unexpected, and the unforeseen
event. In concert they thus present a formidable coupling.
Because of the limited ecological niche occupied by Clontarf fishermen,
and the competitive circumstances from which their livelihoods are gleaned,
scarcely a couple of days pass by without some drama - well-worth
broadcasting - having transpired. In the context of the pier bar where a
generalized camaraderie coexists constantly with specific enmities, sustained
drinking sessions recurrently create their own highlights and dramatic developments. When therefore happenings out at sea are continuously fed into the
flow of social interaction at the bar, an especially heady combination results.
In other words there is a distinctively homological relationship between
drinking and fishing: their correspondence is such as to produce irregular
events, unpredictable happenings, uncertain relationships, and unanticipated
consequences. In addition to the self-evidently transactional nature of relations within this sphere of simple commodity production, there is much else
which defies reduction to such terms. Drinking and fishing create a specific
cultural ethos in which uncertainty, luck, chance and capriciousness are
always in attendance, and at times seem quite dominant.
Under such circumstances the fishermen's constant movement between
Clontarf's bars, the way in which men drop in and drop out of several
conversational encounters within the space of an hour, and at the end of a
night's drinking will be comfortably 'full up' or somewhat inebriated (the
local term is 'langers' or just plain 'pissed'), are open to interpretation as the
most effective of improvisations which can come to terms with the uncertainties of their material circumstances. First, it is in the course of such apparent
aimlessness that the individual fisherman is able to take rapid yet comprehensive stock of all those social relationships which are of consequence to him.
Fishermen themselves often imply that as a way of life fishing would be
unrivalled were it not for the fact that it produces such a complexity of
relations with other men. But this is in the nature of the occupation, it has to
be addressed, and it is through the extensive drinking in bars that this is
substantively done. After a weekend's solid drinking, they emerge with a firm
grasp on the fabric of social relations which are so determinant of the way in
which they make their living.

In addition to this it is in the context of drinking bouts that fishermen can
effect the changes to their social relationships which customary codes of
interpersonal behaviour do not facilitate under more normal circumstances.
Notwithstanding their often-pronounced renegade activities, most fishermen
are as much constrained by established standards of face-to-face conduct as
anyone else. Accordingly they find it difficult, for example, to break off the
association with a shareman because of his unsatisfactory performance out at
sea, or to repair a breach with another skipper when the conflict between
them has evidently run its course. Heavy drinking sessions in crowded bars
provision precisely the appropriate circumstances for such modifications to
interpersonal dealings: for whilst, say, a fisherman would find it i,mpossible
to walk up to a rival on the pier and forthrightly suggest that by-gones should
be by-gones, the offer of a drink between somewhat inebriated men
surrounded by their pushing, shoving, and loud talking peers would be hard
to turn down, whatever the nature of past differences. (See Faris (1973) and
Firestone (1967) for similar argument.)
Finally, it is in such settings and with several rounds of drink behind them,
I propose, that fishermen are able to not only take stock of the social
relations around them but also reflexively evaluate their own particular
circumstances within that social field and their own social selves. Here in
particular it warrants repetition that all fishermen possess their own means of
production, that they thus accord themselves a high degree of self-esteem,
and that their social reputations are of tremendous importance to them. This
being so, it is of real consequence to the self-esteem of the fishermen to be
present in the bars and to demonstrate their capacity to hold their liquor well
in the company of their peers. Following a night or a weekend of sustained
conversation and sustained alcohol consumption, the individual can emerge
with a reinforced sense of his productive worth and with his social self fully
intact, despite the temporary setbacks and occasional failures to which all
fishermen are subject time and again. When fishermen are doing badly for
some while then, as we have seen, their public reputations become subject to
considerable buffeting: such is the inherent nature of their occupational
relationships. But by socializing effectively and drinking hard and well - and
in well-knowing that he can do both regardless of immediate circumstances
out at sea - he is able to retain full confidence in his calibre as a fisherman
and his sense of self as a member of the pier domain.
To express the point somewhat differently, the proposition is that as
fishermen imbibe heavily and become somewhat inebriated (bearing in mind
that this is a matter of phenomenal degree), they do not thereby lose control
over their immediate circumstances or indeed abandon their sense of judgement. To the contrary, it is precisely under such circumstances that they are
in a position to effectively grasp the fluid and complex realities of their world
in a more comprehensive fashion than is usually the case. As the drink flows,
as tongues loosen, as masks fade and the camaraderie takes over, so the
experiential realities of fishing out of Clontarf come into clear view. Far from

the individual's judgement becoming, as one might say, clouded or dull
through alcohol, the fisherman's sense of not only the social worth of his
fellows but more importantly his social self becomes in fact more acute and
keen than is at other times possible. In short, a significant role of alcohol in
Clontarf's pier domain is to provide opportunities for the fisherman to be
especially reflexive when at the centre of those social relations which not only
determine his livelihood but are also pivotal to the way in which he constitutes
his own social identity.
Ackno wledgemer~ts
I am obliged to Jojada Verrips, Nigel Rapport and Roy Fitzhenry for their comments on an
earlier draft of this paper.
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T h e Fish Pot Ban9
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Reef Overfishing and State Management in Bermuda'
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Gene Barrett
Saint Mary's University
Nest
ABSTRACTThis paper examines the problem of commercial overfishing i? a subtropical
reef fishery, the failure of limited entry management, and the prospects for fishery
co-management. After a brief overview of the Bermuda fishery, traditional conservation
is discussed in terms of customary tenure and generalized norms of reciprocity. Overfishing is seen to have come about as a consequence of a number of economic developments
- cost-push and demand-pull - and state regulatory measures. The failure of limited
entry llas not put co-management on the policy agenda however. The rise of a significant
tourist and recreational marine interest has legitimized more stringent state regulations.
The paper concludes by arguing that a ban on pot fishing will not solve the problems in
tlle industry and that co-management solutions need to be sought if the industry is going
to be placed on a sustainable footing in the long-term.

Introduction

In 1990 the Government of Bermuda banned the use of Antillian fish pots2 in
an attempt to rehabilitate the reef fishery. Fish pots had been the preferred
technology in Bermuda for nearly a century and utilized by 64% of commercial fishermen (Bermuda, Department of Agriculture and Fisheries [DAF]
1984). This fishery accounted for approximately two-thirds of total food fish
landings and, if one includes the winter lobster catch, nearly three-quarters of
fishermen's income. In spite of an unprecedented 'buy-out' programme, the
ban was vigorously resisted by fishermen. An independent board of inquiry
was established to determine if the measures were justified. Its report supported the ban, at least for the near future (Bermuda 1991). Given the older
average age of Bermudian fishermen, the regulation has wreaked untold
hardship on individuals and families who are ill-equipped for lateral job
mobility. Movement by ex-pot fishermen into the pelagic troll fishery has
been difficult: double to three times the amount of effort has to be expended
for relatively small catches and that fishery is now characterized by excess
entry. Bermudian fishermen argue that the ban is designed to undermine one
of the few remaining indigenous 'ways of life.'
The Government of Bermuda argued that the fish pot ban was justified on
ecological grounds. That a classic 'tragedy of the commons' had led to
impending fish stock collapse and the degradation of the reef ecosystem
(Bermuda 1991:lO). By the late 1980s various preferred species of rockfish
and Nassau grouper were severely depleted while reef catch composition was
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increasingly composed of small 'trash' fish like coney, barber, chub, grunts
and most importantly parrotfish. Landings of parrotfish - a vital herbivore
in maintaining healthy coral reefs - increased from 1,500 pounds in 1977 to
161,835 pounds in 1988. Fishery managers also pointed to the diminishing
returns to effort that increasingly characterized the industry (Bermuda, DAF
1989). There is little doubt that reef fish stocks were in decline and something
needed to be done to rehabilitate the resource. The questions I wish to address
in this article are twofold: first, whether overfishing was a straightforward
case of the 'tragedy of the commons' and largely due to the natural greed and
avarice of fishermen; second, whether the fish pot ban was an appropriate
policy option for redeveloping the commercial fishery and placing it on a
sustainable footing.
\

Tlie Fisliery
At 32 degrees north latitude, Bermuda is the world's most northerly coral
atoll (Ward 1988:58) (see Map 1). This is a consequence of subtropical sea
surface conditions under the influence, in summer and fall, of the North
Equatorial Current and during winter and spring, of Gulf Stream eddies3

(Morris ef al. 1977:42). Geologically, Bermuda is a pedestal rising 4000
meters above the ocean floor composed of 138 small islands with a land mass
of 21 square miles. This is surrounded by 450 square miles of inshore waters
(called the Platform) and two offshore banks of 91 square miles (see Map 2).
This is divided into various marine biotopes based on specific coral reef
communities, bottom type, water temperature and salinity, tidal fluctuations, and depth (see Lowe-McConnell 1977:20, 33-34; Morris et 01. 1977:9,
29-30).4
The fishery in Bermuda has three broad biological divisions: pelagic/
oceanic, reef/demersal, and reef/lobster. Commercially, yellowfin tuna,
little tunny, wahoo and three species of jacks - amberjack, bonita and
gwelly - are the most important pelagics. Wahoo and tuna frequent the edge
of the platform and the two offshore banks, jacks are caught along with reef
demersal species in inshore waters. Thirty-four per cent of the foodfish catch
in 1988 was composed of tuna and jacks (Bermuda, DAF 1989). These
pelagics are migratory and therefore highly seasonal to Bermuda waters, they
school - at least occasionally - and are relatively large in average individual
sizes. The reef/demersal fishery is dominated commercially by eight species
- parrotfish, various types of snapper, porgy, grunt, four species of grouper
- redhind, coney, barber, and black rockfish - chub, triggerfish and
MAP 2
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hogfish. These frequent various ecological zones both on the platform, the
edge, in deep water, and on the banks. The important points about these
species is that they tend to be territorial, to travel and feed either singly or in
pairs, and, with the exception of some snapper, grunt, coney and barber, are
relatively large in size. Sixty-four per cent of foodfish landings in 1988 were
demersal reeffish (Bermuda, DAF 1989). While mussels and conch were
important in the past, spiny lobster and guinea chick are the only shellfish of
importance in Bermuda. These are found individually, or in migrating
'processions' inshore, on the edge of the platform and on the banks. No
figures are available for shellfish landings by weight. However 51.5 thousand
'individuals' were reported caught in 1988 (Bermuda, DAF 1989).
Reflecting the two major changes in weather and oceanographic conditions, as well as seasonal migratory and spawning behavior of various fish
species, the fishermen in Bermuda pursue two basic seasonal patterns. During the summer and early fall, pot and trolling fisheries are pursued around
the edge of the platform and on the banks. During the winter and spring, pots
are moved inshore - largely for lobster - and the trolling fishery is greatly
reduced. For non-pot fishermen, the winter and spring is often a time when
wage work is undertaken.
Based on licensing criteria, the fishing industry was divided in 1988 into
three groups: a charter fleet, the pot fishery, and a residual category of
non-pot - 'N'- commercial fishermen (usually part-time). There were 28
charter boats registered in Bermuda in 1988. The charter boat fishery is
highly seasonal - between May and October. The charter boats in my sample
averaged 42 feet in length and are typical sports fishing boats - e.g. Bruno
or Bertram - of fibreglass or wood construction with flying bridge, outriggers, downriggers and fighting chairs. Most had a crew of two with between
4 and 20 rod and reel and gear to troll for dolphin, wahoo, tuna and, in the
case of the largest boats, marlin. Mean capital investment ranged around
$300,000 U.S. In an average fishing day they would land between 8 and I5
wahoo and 8-10 tuna. Over 100 trips was considered a good year. Full day
charters were between $600 and $700 a day, a half-day charter was $450 and
fish sales averaged between $500 and $1,000 U.S. a month. Sales were almost
entirely in the wholesale sector to hotels and 'tourist' restaurants.
There were 88 vessels with a pot fishing licence in 1988. Pot boats were
considerably smaller in size averaging 27 feet. While the numbers of legal
pots per boat was highly regulated, fishermen reported a varying range:
small-scale fishermen from 8 to 10; most averaged 20 to 30; a few had more
than 50. In addition, most boats would have hook and line gear either for
trolling, drift fishing, or handlining. In addition, pot fishermen hauled bait
in inshore grassy bays and inlets using cast nets and beach seine. Capital
investment in the pot fishery averaged $200,000 U.S. Pot fishermen since
1984 were legally obligated to fish minimally 100 days a year. I found that
this was a low minimum as averages ran 120 to I50 days a year. During the
average fishing day, 4-5 hours would be spent tending pots and 4 to 6 hours

would be spent preparing the catch for sale. Summer trip catch averages were
between 800 and 2000 pounds. Winter averages were 100 to 300 pounds of
fish and 50 to 200 pounds of lobster. Pot boats were heavily oriented to the
direct sale retail market and to a lesser extent the wholesale 'local' restaurant
trade. Winter sales were often comprised of 40 to 80% lobster. Summer fish
sales could reach $4,000 U.S. a month, while peak winter earnings rarely
exceeded $2,000 U.S. a month.
There were 98 non-pot commercial fishermen in 1988. 'N' boats are similar
in average size to pot boats but usually have considerably less equipment
reflecting the largely part-time nature of this fishery and lower incomes
earned. Fishing gear is wholly hook and line - rod and reel, handline and
occasionally surface longline - and net. Average capital investment is
$80,000 U.S. These fishermen indicated they averaged between 50 and 100
trips per year. A good summer catch was 50 to 200 lbs. per trip, while winter
averages were 10 to 50 lbs. per trip. Fish sales were correspondingly low with
a high summer monthly average to be $500 to $1,000. These fishermen were
almost entirely subsistence or direct sale retail market focused.
Overfishing Question

Commercial reef overfishing in Bermuda is a consequence of changes that
began in the early 1970s. I found that a customary resource management
regime was in place before this period. The gradual disintegration of this
system led to a reversal in the human ecology of fishing in Bermuda: a
conservation dynamic was replaced by an overfishing dynamic.
Anthropologists in recent years have explored in detail the relationship
between patterns of communal resource tenure and indigenous resource
management (see Acheson 1988; Johannes 1978; Berkes 1987; Durrenburger
and Palsson 1987). The most balanced accounts have outlined the factors,
both direct and indirect, that have a conservation effect in this context.
Examples of measures that have direct conservation effects are restrictions on
access - e.g. ingroup-outgroup territorial or seasonal restrictions - and
catch quotas in terms of either overall catch or particular species. Indirect
measures relate to customs such as cultural taboos, economizing behaviour
that has a latent conservative effect, norms of social conduct that discourage
rampant competition or waste and encourage co-operation, sharing and
reciprocity (see McCay and Acheson 1987: 10-15).
Bermuda was characterized up to the late 1960s by a traditional fishery:
technology was simple, incomes were low, and effort was limited by the
part-time nature of fishing. The fishery was self-regulated on a community
and kinship basis through various patterns of customary tenure. Territoriality was an integral part of a normative structure of sharing and reciprocity,
respect and generosity that characterized working class communities. Wages
were low, especially for blacks. Working people, irrespective of trade or
occupation, had to pursue a number of different activities to make ends meet.

The market for fish was particularly weak as Bermudians had relatively easy
access to fish if they needed it. Abundant supplies, fairly narrow tastes, and
low incomes constrained market growth. Consumers only wanted premium
white-flesh meat - grouper and snapper - and would or could only pay very
low prices. Subsistence production - gardening, fishing, raising chickens or
pigs, home production, and so on - were vital to most working class
households. Households, particularly with water access, would have a few
fish pots that they tended on a regular basis for their own use. Moonlighting
and multiple job holding was and is a common household strategy as well. In
many respects economy and society at this time was based on the informal
sector: subsistence that provided for basic needs and reciprocal exchanges
that knit the community together (see Barrett 1989). Courtesy and respect,
sharing, and mutual assistance were cultural expressions that cemented
horizontal class and community ties. The renowned Bermudian 'friendliness,' which has been so instrumental in making Bermuda an attractive
tourist destination (see Manning 1979), was born out of an egalitarian ethic
rooted in community.
Up to the early 1970s, self-regulation in the fishery was accomplished
through three patterns of customary tenure: communal, territorial, and
positional. All three patterns reflected the sedentary nature of the reef-pot
fishery. Communal tenure was a pattern that emerged around at least four
grouper spawning grounds. Specific groups of fishermen would attempt to
hold grouper in these areas by intensively baiting the ground over long
periods of time. My information indicates that access was limited to certain
fishermen (nucleated-defense) and that this was enforced by various measures - notably cutting away nonmember pots (perimeter defense). Territorial and positional tenure were two forms that corresponded to kinship-based
fishing territories. The former were permanent fishing spots that would be
baited up and used by particular families (see Andersen 1984; 1976). The
latter were based on inherited 'marks' which fishermen used on a seasonal
basis. In contrast to the fixed cultivation strategy inherent in communal and
territorial tenure, this pattern was analogous to shifting cultivation with
spacing etiquette and secrecy attached to it. Given what Berkes and Shaw
(1986:193) observe about the North Shore of Jamaica, I would argue that the
'wild' cultivation of reef resources inherent in the communal and territorial
tenure patterns had a significant husbandry effect. Fish yields were probably
increased dramatically by this activity.
On the other hand the weak structure of demand and the diversified nature
of effort both within the fishery and in terms of plural activity had a
significant ya//ow'effect. Prior to the mid-1970s, the fishery was necessarily
pursued in a much more diversified manner and on a more occasional basis.
The underlying dynamic was a function of the market. Prices and incomes
were so low that fishermen were hard-pressed to modernize, this prevented
technology and effort from reaching disruptive thresholds. Low incomes also
meant that fishing was pursued on a part-time or subsistence basis as part of

a general pattern of plural activity. This also kept overall effort levels low.
Prior to the professionalization of the fishery, diversification within the
fishery was greater, and had a similar latent conservation effect by providing
certain areas and species a regenerative period each year. One fisherman
remembered how he would haul his pots out of the water during the summer
(spawning season) to concentrate on other activities related to tourism. The
demand structure was not only price inelastic but fairly rigid in terms of
consumer preferences. Fishermen could only sell 'prime' rockfish and
grouper. The 'trash' and 'fillet' fish that now comprises the lion's share of the
catch had only a limited value as bait, or was not targeted at all. The retail
trade was a whole-fish trade so that the undersized fish that would now be
filleted were generally thrown back. Customary tenure had the effect of
limiting overall entry levels, and ensuring that fishing practices followed
established patterns. This was especially true in terms of pot-setting etiquette
which again kept a check on effort levels. Positional tenure had an especially
interesting conservation effect by encouraging 'fallow' cultivation of fishing
grounds. The upshot of these factors meant there were more fish around.
And. with more fish available, fewer pots and less effort was required to
catch the fish.
The downside of traditional conservationism was its relationship to low
income. Fishermen in the 1950s and 1960s faced the kinds of problems that
characterize Third World economies today. Poor and inefficient technology
accentuated seasonal fluctuations in supply. Fishermen lacked vessels of a
size and engine type that would allow them to increase their catch, particularly during the winter by utilizing the offshore banks. Price inelasticity made
fishermen largely price-takers, particularly during periods of peak supply in
the summer month^.^ Low overall prices meant low incomes, low incomes
meant low investment levels as well as reduced effort levels since fishermen
had to pursue other jobs and activities to survive. From an economic
standpoint therefore the traditional fishery was far from idyllic. It was
characterized by an underemployment-underinvestment cycle that perpetuated poverty. Neither fishermen nor the state were happy with this state of
affairs.
To understand the disintegration of customary resource management in
Bermuda, a number of factors are important. It is related to changes in the
economy, and society of Bermuda, but also to government policy. The state,
or more to the point, the local Board of Trade, sponsored a scientific
assessment of fish stocks and economic problems in the industry in the late
1950s. As in many other areas, the business elite in Bermuda was clearly
intent on modernizing and developing its local economy. J.E. Bardach
produced a number of seminal studies on reef fish stocks and a pioneering
policy document which led to the organization of a fisheries portfolio in the
government. On the one hand, he put forward a highly optimistic stock
assessment, particularly of grouper stocks on the offshore banks projecting
in fact that 2.5 million pounds of fish could be caught in Bermuda waters with

a modernized industry (Bardach 1958:1; 1959).6 This required a modernized
fleet, onshore processing and storage capacity, and a rationalized grading
and distribution system. He also strongly promoted government research and
development and the formation of fishermen's associations and cooperatives. To facilitate this he called for a new government department with
full-time staff, government assistance to help fishermen organize, cooperative or state owned cold storage and marketing facilities, and financial
assistance for the mechanization of boats and gear (Bardach 1958:30-35).
During the next fourteen years, fishermen received custom exemptions on
gear and vessels, gasoline tax rebates, and access to low interest loans for
vessels and equipment purchases. A vast majority of fulltime fishermen that
I interviewed who had been in the industry through this period went through
two and three boats, buying and trading up and improving their capability
with hydraulic equipment, diesel engines, VHS radios, depth sounders, cold
storage capacity, and, in some cases, navigational aids and fish finders. The
most dramatic improvements were in fishing equipment and materials however: monofilament line, nylon and fibreglass materials, steel mesh, and
reinforcing rod.
Beyond a certain scale, Bermuda fishermen showed prudence in their
investments. Increases in vessel size, for example, does not seem to have been
a significant type of expansion.' An optimal intermediate scale vessel was
largely dictated by the proximity of the lucrative inshore lagoon and reef
fisheries, and prohibitive fuel costs. Nor did the industry, even after the
extension of an exclusive fishing zone and territorial limit in 1972, experience
a dramatic influx of new entrants. Unlike other areas where fishing has an
important labour absorption function, in Bermuda, a boom economy and
full employment have created labour shortages in f i ~ h i n gThis
. ~ is now clearly
reflected in the age structure of the industry.
This is not to say that conservative investment decisions had a conservation
effect. A general inflationary trend through the 1970s and 1980s at all levels
of the economy, had a significant 'push' effect on fishing effort. This began
with monetary conversion to the dollar system, and continued with increases
in import duties, higher wage settlements, and rising housing costs associated
with an explosion in the international business sector. Basic costs of living,
apart from rising operating costs, propelled fishermen to increase work and
effort levels. The impact of these changes on traditional working class
reciprocity was dramalic: sharing and generosity were replaced by the 'hustle'
(see Barrett 1989). One normative pillar of customary tenure started to
crumble.
Had the domestic market for local fish remained price inelastic,
modernization efforts by the government would not have had much impact
since increasing catches would have only lowered prices, and the added costs
to fishermen could not have been recovered (see Rodman 1987). As it was,
however, two developments improved the marketing structure creating a
significant 'pull' effect on fishing effort. First, incomes and the general

standard of living of the working class improved dramatically and the tourist
industry - and wholesale market for fish - exploded, improving demand
and the overall price structure. Second, through a newly formed fishermen's
association, fishermen successfully lobbied with the government for professionalization. 'Amateur' fishermen were seen by fulltime fishermen as cutting into their retail market. By 1972 the state had restricted the lucrative pot
fishery to licensed commercial fishermen only. So not only were prices better
but fewer fishermen were taking larger shares of an expanding pie. The
underemployment-underinvestment cycle had been reversed but in the
process had ignited an overfishing dynamic.
While the burgeoning market of this period underwrote the modernization
of the fleet, it undermined nascent government and fishermen's attempts to
organize co-operative marketing strategies. The retail market expanded in the
mid- and late-1970s based on direct sale and fish peddling. Decentralizing
technology in the form of small freezers and ice chests, small trucks, and
mini-vans allowed an age-old tradition - originally based on house to house
peddling by wheelbarrow - to flourish. Individualism became the new
ideological sinew of the industry frustrating efforts to organize co-operative
markets and posing a significant new normative basis for fishing itself. For if
one could make a good living through individual competition in the marketplace it was only a matter of time until one would approach catching fish in
the same way.
Fishermen reported that the first form of self-regulation to go was
communal tenure. Grouper were very vulnerable during spawning aggregations and only remained protected as long as local groups practiced nucleated-defense. When this ended my informants told me the old members of the
nucleated group were the first to overfish grouper in these areas to prevent
others from reaping 'their' harvest. Fishermen also reported regional shifts in
effort by a number of younger entrepreneurial fishermen with extraordinarily
large boats and pots.9 Violations of positional tenure etiquette were the most
common complaint in this regard. Fishermen reported that these individuals
would carefully monitor how well others were doing and then invade their
areas if they were successful. Others reported they had to give up traditional
territorial tenure when these fishermen would drop pots in their baited areas
when they were not around. This period was also characterized by a widespread rise in poaching, gear conflict between trolling charter boats and pot
fishermen, and intergenerational fights between younger 'cowboy' fishermen
and the older 'farmer' fishermen.
Regulatory policies in Bermuda go back to the 1950s but had little or no
significant impact until the 1970s. The modern regulatory regime began with
the introduction of compulsory daily logs for fishermen in 1972. In the same
year closed seasons on conch and lobster and a protected spawning ground
for red hind and nursery stocks in grassy bays and inlets were introduced.
Extended area closures in 1973, 1974 and 1977, pot fishing licensing on Argus
Bank in 1978, and a total ban on conch and turtle fishing led to the dramatic

break between fishermen and government at the moment when government
officials needed their co-operation the most with the establishment of Sargasso Seafoods. l o
The 1980s saw the introduction of a second round of regulations designed
to control entry and effort, particularly in the pot fishery. Two regulations
had the most dramatic effect. In 1982 a significant number of part-time pot
fishermen were forced out of the industry as the government imposed a
100-fishing-day rule." At the same time, the number of pots in use was
frozen. In 1984 a management plan was passed designed to bring the level of
pot fishing within sustainable limits by reducing the numbers of pots held by
fishermen through four annual cuts. Predictably, the unintended effects of
these regulations led to a third round of regulations, the most notable of
which were regulations limiting pot sizes and regulations placing a minimum
on fish size caught. l2
The area closures and closed seasons led to a rise in the numbers of
fishermen in other zones. Normative controls completely disintegrated in a
scramble for the best areas as fishermen became even more conflictive,
suspicious, and jealous. The elimination of part-time fishermen increased
poaching and gear conflict since the part-timers now had lost a significant
source of livelihood. Full-timers, on the other hand, increased their effort
since extra-fishing income opportunities were now largely closed to them. If
they were to keep their licences, they had to fish 100-days; if they were to earn
a decent income from fishing, they had to increase their effort either by
fishing more intensively, having more and larger pots, or fishing illegally. In
other words, the 'fallow' effect associated with customary tenure and plural
activity disappeared. The competitive and cost pressures to increase effort,
came at a time when the state decided to enforce reduced effort." As the
numbers of legal fish pots was reduced, illegal fishing increased: the falsification of catch and effort statistics," fishing too many pots, poaching and so
on.
By the late 1970s overfishing was very real and this was recognized by
fishermen and resource managers alike. The 'tragedy of the reef commons'
was a consequence of the disintegration of a customary resource management
regime not simply the predictable consequence of unchecked human greed. If
one sees the problem as rooted in human nature then policy options are
narrowed to a range of constraining and regulating ones, and given the
experience of these kinds of things in Bermuda, an on-going cycle of force
and deception. If one sees the problem as a collapse in institutions then a
broader range of policy options present themselves. Particularly the circumstances under which a management regime that worked in the past can be
reconstituted.
Policy Question

The Government of Bermuda responded to the 'tragedy of the commons'

with increasingly draconian regulatory measures. Fishermen were perceived
as greedy and untrustworthy and politicians felt a crisis point had been
reached calling for drastic measures. Two questions need to be raised about
this. First, was this view of fishermen accurate? Second, is the ban on fish
pots the best way to redevelop the industry on a sustainable basis?
Fishermen in Bermuda actually began lobbying for legislation to protect
the resource when customary norms started to break down. One can see this
in the formation of the Bermuda Commercial Fishermen's Association in
1969 and the various efforts and representations fishermen made to the
government from the late 1960s onwards. However, the thrust of efforts by
fishery managers to include fishermen in this decision-making process has
been limited by the very structure of the process itself. In retrospect one can
see it resulting in the polarization of fishermen and state interests. The
orocess effectively delegitimized fishermen in the eyes of the managers and
vice versa (see Jentoft 1989).
The policy formulation structure in Bermuda is typical of many countries,
notably Canada. It is based on a consultative process whereby statutory
advisory committees composed of representatives of various interest groups
and community leaders make recommendations to the Minister on licensing
and effort regulations and arbitrate disputes (Bermuda, DAF 1984:28-30). In
effect the Fisheries Advisory Committee, created in 1972, and the Fisheries
Commission, created in 1984, were groups that thrashed out and fine-tuned
policies developed by bureaucrats and scientists. Their primary purpose was
to legitimate and administer policies by giving a f a ~ a d eof consultation.
These Committees also ran interference for fishery managers and politicians
by taking the blame for practical decisions on cutbacks and licence cancellations once policies were in place. Policy-makers argued the general merits of
regulations, but would not be culpable for their practical effects (see ValdCsPizzini 1990: 165).
Fishermen had seats on each committee but were largely powerless to
affect policy changes being in the minority on each committee and not
representative of any coherent constituency. When an issue elicited collective
opposition, as occurred in 1978 to fishing area closures, fishermen's structural impotence was clearest - their associations formally lost their seats on
the Advisory Council. While this was an exceptional case, and short-lived,
government officials realized the importance of having individual fishermen
in the consultation process who were 'reasonable,' representing interests that
were more in line with the thrust of government policy. The effect was to
coopt fishermen rather than give them real representation despite the longstanding rhetoric by government officials decrying fishermen's disunity and
the need for greater organization. The structure relied on an age old
patronage tradition in Bermuda (see Manning 1973). Fishermen turned to
individual appeals of either a flattering or intimidating type to get special
considerati~n.~s
A number of policy flipflops over licensing and area access
both exaggerated the cynicism of fishermen in the entire process and in-
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creased the level of clientism.
Into the fray stepped a new player in 1987-88. An organization called
'Friends of Fish' was formed to represent non-fishing marine-user interests:
conservationists, recreational fishermen, tourist boat operators, diving
shops, and so on. Most charter boat fishermen supported this group as well.
Over a two-year period through a well-orchestrated, aggressive campaign,
the group was highly successful in establishing in the public mind that pot
fishermen were largely to blame for the declining condition of Bermuda's
reefs and that fish pots should be banned.I6 While the government attempted
to appear the moderate interest in the ensuing conflict, it launched a 'marine
user' survey to 'quantify' the value of the total resource to all Bermudians
(Bennuda Sun, 17 March, 1989). Despite strong objection from fisheries
staff concerning a total ban on pots, a new minister and a new senior fisheries
officer with strong ties to the recreational and charter fishery pushed through
the legislation.
In a desperate attempt to protect their right of access fishermen turned to
the trade union movement for support. The response of the Bermuda Industrial Union was interesting. Fishermen were welcomed with open arms and
promised the full support of Bermuda's working class in their fight. Predictably this promise was not as weighty as it sounded and government defused the
crisis by launching an official inquiry. However, what was interesting was the
willingness of the BIU to seize on the issue in the first place. While there was
an element of political opportunism in the radical discourse that was forthcoming (see Valdks-Pizzini 1990: 168-69) the support was real and reflected
the importance of fishing, fishermen and fish to the working class of Bermuda. Fishing has long represented an important part of working class life:
in the early days as a source of subsistence and reciprocity, in later years as an
important connection to traditional culture and the focus of leisure life.
Fishermen were not historically a 'class' apart from the working class, they
were an intrinsic part of it on an occupational and cultural basis. They lived
together, worked together, helped each other out and so on. The explosion in
Bermuda's service sector since the early 1970s has eroded working class
traditions and led to the romanticization of what little there is left: activities,
events - both cultural and practical - and cuisine - especially 'fish.' In
fact the two are linked. A real sign of status for a truck driver, a taxi driver,
or a mason is to drop $500 for some Bermuda fish to throw a party for his
mates. In the course of keeping such traditions alive, important social bonds
are maintained between fishermen and their working class customers that are
far richer and more meaningful than the anonymous clerk-customer relations
of the new supermarkets springing up around the island. It is an important
source of esteem and status for a person to have a personal relationship with
his or her supplier: someone who will personally guarantee and deliver a
certain amount of fish at a certain time every week. While less well organized
and less articulate, the working class constituency is a significant source of
support for fishermen, but unlike places like Puerto Rico, a constituency that
lacks formal power.

Sustainable Development and Co-management
The fish pot ban in Bermuda is unacceptable as a fishery management
solution. It was unnecessary in terms of conservation goals and was instituted
first, for political reasons to appease non-fishing interests and second, as a
consequence of the failure of earlier forms of limited entry management. The
problems of the fishery have not disappeared with such draconian measures.'' Coercion may seem effective in the short-term but in the long-term the
chronic absence of legitimacy, and high enforcement costs will prove more
costly. The problem will not disappear simply because it has been legislated
away. The issue is far from settled. What went wrong? Why did limited entry
policies fail? While it is easy to blame fishermen for being dishonest and
greedy, one intent of this essay has been to show that this behavior, to the
extent that it is a factor in stock depletion at all, is rooted in significant 'push'
factors stemming from both the economy generally and the nature of state
regulations and decision-making specifically.
The fishery in Bermuda needs to be reorganized on a stable self-sustaining
basis in terms of effort and conservation measures. To do this requires a
restructuring of the management and fishing structures in order to add
legitimacy to each. Fishermen have to accept and abide by conservation
measures, managers and the state have to accept and protect the right of
fishermen to fish. Comanagement and co-operative fishing structures have
to be established that reconstitute the kinds of relations that led to a conservationist dynamic in the past. Clearly the new co-management regime I am
talking about is not simply a return to self-regulated customary tenure where
enforcement was based on community norms. The new system while attempting to recapture some aspects of that self-regulating system would be contractually-based on a rule of law - albeit law rooted in custom. Contrary to
management rhetoric in the popular press, the trend in the West Indies is
increasingly in this direction and not towards greater levels of state regulations (see Chakalall 1991; Renard 1991). The idea is to provide fishermen
with a security of tenure that gives them a real sense of self-determination and
the objective prospect of reaping the long-term benefits of their own actions.
At the same time conservationist regulations have to be relegitimized since
they will only work if fishermen believe in them and enforce them. To
accomplish this a structure has to provide fishermen with a direct role in at
least four areas: data collection, harvesting decisions, allocation decisions
and enforcement policies (see Pinkerton 1989b; Jentoft 1989). For this to
happen, fishermen-government attitudes and decision-making structures
have to change.
Attitudes and Perceptions
Managers have to change their attitude. They have to be convinced of the
political and economic benefits of co-management but they also have to see
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fishermen as potential co-operators and custodians of the resource rather
than antagonists and saboteurs. To a great degree, this stems from a scientific
bias amongst fishery managers. They are biologists and oceanographers
concerned with fish and the marine resource. While they need fishermen for
data collection, their interests in fact are often with the fish rather than the
people who fish. This makes them particularly ineffective managers of
fishermen. They are trained to do science not run bureaucracies, respond to
political agendas, resolve crises, mediate interpersonal conflicts. Their orientation to precision, order, a moral realist world of value-neutrality and fixed
laws is not particuIarly helpful in coping with highly imprecise, conflictridden and chaotic reality.
A second professional bias stems from the very nature of sciwce itself. The
tragedy of the commons thesis argues fishermen are necessarily competitive
and rapacious and must be regulated in the long-term interest of stock
preservation. Such views present substantial ideological obstacles to fishermen-manager co-operation. On the one hand, managers view fishermen as,
at best, suspect, and, at worst, untrustworthy. On the other hand, management models based on MSY projections and stock by stock assessments rarely
correspond with fishermen's experience and therefore lead to their constantly
challenging the validity and scientific basis of the one thing the managers
think they know well: fishery science. Managers rely on fishermen for catch
and effort statistics but are unwilling or unable to consider fishermen's
knowledge in other areas as legitimate. Ethnoscience is viewed as anecdotal
and biased. The value of indigenous knowledge is however increasingly
recognized as vital by ecologists and development agencies in efforts to
achieve sustainable development. In the fishery, knowledge about spawning
behavior, migration, stock interaction, and so on is invaluable in
understanding basic questions about the state of the resource. This will often
form the basis of ongoing scientific research. Fishermen's knowledge about
catch methods and locations, and about how fishermen interact and allocate
access under various conditions is particularly important in formulating
conservation policies that will have a high degree of consensus. To accomplish this in practical terms it has been found that social barriers that isolate
bureaucrats in their offices and scientists in their labs need to be broken
down. McCay (1989) remarks on the importance of 'hands on' experience in
the fishermen-scientist interface. If managers felt less personally threatened
by fishermen and more affinity in terms of joint goals and problem-solving,
they would benefit greatly and be more inclined to venture out 'into the
human field. '
For their part, fishermen have to work on changing their image in order to
be taken seriously by managers, government officials, and non-fishing marine interests alike. Their image problem stems to a large degree from their
exclusion from the decision-making process to begin with but some effort of
good will is needed to change people's impressions at the outset. Social
scientists have stressed the importance of making a concrete commitment to

co-management and conservation in the form of time, effort and money.
This is perceived by others as a change from the selfish, greedy, stereotypic
fishermen. Fishermen are not any more greedy than anyone else, given their
circumstances. The difficulty in making this kind of commitment often stems
from past experience within fishermen's associations (see Davis and Jentoft
1989). Inept leadership, mismanagement, inappropriate or directionlessfocus, and worse have made fishermen wary of investing energy and money
in collective action. Effort at solid grass-roots organization is the first step in
this process.
Fishermen also have to change their attitude to the management process
and authority in general. If they are going to be given a role in decisionmaking and implementation, the 'we-they' dichotomy has to change. Managers are often scapegoats for everything that goes wrong. Fishermen when
given the opportunity to benefit from individual conservation efforts, will
find they have less reason to blame others. Similarly, poaching and illegal
fishing which relied so much on the neutralization of guilt through externalized authority structures (see Taylor 1987) will now have a very different
meaning for the perpetrator as well as other fishermen. While the active
participation of fishermen in management policy-making will greatly change
attitudes, it is incumbent on fishermen and their organizations to improve
general levels of education and knowledge about the fishery and envirunmental issues. This will help not only improve harvesting, but aid in husbanding the commons generally. This is particularly vital for fishermen in their
ongoing interaction with recreational, tourist and shipping interests.

Struct~ires
The structure of decision-making needs to be changed to reflect the right of
fishermen to manage their resource in co-operation with government interests. First, political arbitrariness and patronage needs to be removed from the
selection and decision-making process. Legislation should reflect decisions
fishermen and managers reach rather than consultative committees being
charged with implementing decisions politicians formulate for extraneous
reasons. Similarly appointments to consultative boards based on these criteria should end. Positions should be based on representative criteria. Hard
decisions need to be taken as to the relative legitimacy and weight that should
be given to different interest groups in the marine environment but clear
mandates should differentiate forums of discussion. The most controversial
question in countries like Bermuda concerns the relative importance of
non-fishing interests such as tourism in marine life forums, and the various
divisions among fishing interests. In terms of the first, it is not entirely clear
that tourist and fishing interests will be necessarily opposed once a conservationist dynamic is re-established. However, it is important at a political level
for the state to safeguard a way of life that represents indigenous production,
self-sufficiency, and diversification on an island as dependent on tourism as

Bermuda. It is also important to avoid a vulgar economistic judgement of the
importance of the two interests by simply looking at the relative contribution
of each to GNP.18 Fishing is an important element in the traditional social
fabric of working class culture and needs to be preserved as much as any
other form of Bermuda heritage (Bermuda 1991:17, 20-21, 25). The resolution of fishermen conflict should be accomplished outside the co-management forum to a large degree.lP The bases of this in Bermuda are threefold:
licensing, allocation and gear-conflict. Each of these problems can be
resolved through the formulation of a coherent and equitable harvesting and
allocation plan.
The procedures for decision-making need to incorporate three principles:
sound scientific information that utilizes biological and conservation criteria
(rather than political expediency), equity of fisherme; and manager
participation in working groups and statutory bodies, authority to formulate
and implement regulations.
The content of regulations, to be effective, need to be perceived as
reasonable and equitable. They will be if fishermen are involved in their
formulation and if they correspond to what is broadly defined as relevant and
acceptable (Jentoft and Mikailson 1991). My discussions with fishermen in
1988 brought forward a number of interesting proposals which might be an
indication of the kinds of options available under a co-management regime.
In terms of harvesting decisions, fishermen argued for pot limits based on the
basic needs of fishermen, and greater educational efforts in terms of their
effective and efficient deployment - baiting, soaking period, location,
construction material, overall size, mesh size and so on. It was argued that if
used properly, 50 pots per fisherman could earn them a good living, given
equitable access to lobster and fishing grounds. They also argued strongly for
a ban on the 'fillet' trade by establishing minimum sizes and banning certain
species and equipment such as 'grinders' a l t ~ g e t h e rThis
. ~ ~ could be coupled
with conservation practice incentives such as graded price structures for
various sizes of whole fish and so on. The rescinding of the 100-day rule was
also widely promoted by fishermen as a way of reducing costs and effort, and
encouraging a return to better fishing practices such as fallow cultivation and
more efficient pot soak times. It was also felt that fuel subsidies and
guaranteed ice supplies would go a long way to encouraging fishermen to
diversify and switch away from vulnerable reef stocks, particularly during
spawning periods (see Townsend and Wilson 1987).
In terms of allocation decisions, fishermen felt all should be allocated an
equal pot quota, but that fishermen should be registered for particular areas
in order to rejuvenate patterns of customary tenure and to restrict competition from recreational fishermen. Fishermen also felt that seasonal area
closures should be instituted during the summer in spawning areas inside the
reef line with due compensation to fishermen as an incentive to practice
conservation. In addition some felt that to reduce gear conflict, one offshore
bank might be reserved for hook and line fishermen to see the effects of

reduced potting efforts on stocks.
Enforcement under co-management regimes is an interesting issue. It is felt
by some that co-management serves to rekindle and resuscitate dormant or
weakened authority structures associated with customary tenure particularly
amongst ethnic or tribal communities (see Pinkerton 1987; 1989a). Other
kinds of communities are seen to present different problems. Some argue that
the egalitarianism of small fishing communities prevents them from policing
their own commons (see Taylor 1987). Indeed in my research, Bermuda
fishermen felt one of the major shortcomings of the limited entry system was
the government's failure to enforce the regulations. Some called for the
separation of management and policing functions. The norms of community
and working class life in Bermuda still make it difficult for fishermen to see
themselves turning in their 'mates.' This is one of the hard choices faced by
fishermen for co-management depends not only on taking responsibility for
one's own actions but making others accountable for theirs. This will in many
respects be an important test of the sincerity and responsibility of fishermen
by outsiders. Can they effectively enforce their own regulations?
Lastly, larger issues concerning the viability of co-management in Bermuda need to be raised. One is the reef fishery itself. Much is made in the
scientific literature of the inability of a reef ecosystem to sustain a commercial fishing effort (see Lowe-McConnell 1977; Pauly and Murphy 1982). This
has been linked in many minds with the Antillean trap design as a nonselective, destructive technology. This is an important area for scientific
research not only in Bermuda but world-wide. How much fishing effort can
a given reef environment take on a sustainable basis? What are overall
conservation limits for such a dynamic multispecies fishery? What are optimal pot mesh sizes, funnel designs, locations? What is the nature of the
by-catch problem in terms of parrotfish or small reef fish?
A second issue concerns the effect of market-driven influences. The inflated demand for Bermuda fish represents the greatest potential threat to the
co-management structure since fishermen are individual entrepreneurs who
are vulnerable to enticements to increase effort by insatiable customers. This
market structure has already been blamed for the collapse of a co-operative
and processing and marketing venture sponsored by the United Nations
(UNDP/FAO 1981). It is a vexing issue in underdeveloped countries (see
Johannes 1978). On the one hand, cost push factors clearly impelled fishermen to charge higher prices through the late 1970s and early 1980s, particularly when fishermen lost their fuel subsidy. The involvement of a fishermen's association in input purchasing would greatly alleviate this source of
increased effort. On the other hand the pull factors associated with direct
retail sales is not simply avarice. As we have seen fish peddling is an
institution in Bermuda and fisherman and customer alike relish the personal
contact and interaction. This aspect need not be eliminated in an effort to
control the negative effects of demand. Fish prices generally conform to an
island-wide average and little price-cutting exists. Therefore it would be

relatively easy for a fishermen's association to take a more formal role in
regulating the market by imposing price ceilings.21In addition an association
could become involved in the wholesale import of fish (for resale by individual fishermen) in order to allow them to maintain an income during seasonal
area closures. These measures might save the best aspects of the existing
marketing structure while neutralizing the worst effects of demand pull on
fishing effort and customary tenure. In a fundamental sense such controls
may be as institutionally important to the success of co-management as the
organization of fishermen. Indeed all three things are closely interrelated.
Notes

-.

1 . An earlier draft o f this article was presented at the 'Common Property Conference'
sponsored by the International Association for the Study o f Common Property held in Winnipeg, Manitoba, September 26 to 29, 1991.
The information on which this paper is based was gathered during a 16-month research project
in Bermuda in 1988-89. The initial focus o f the study was the failure o f a UNDP/FAO fishery
project, however, it burgeoned into a broader examination o f modernization and management
problems facing the commercial reef fishery. The study entailed participant observation research
and a survey o f 43 fishermen. The latter represented a 70.6% completion rate on a 25% random
sample o f 214 fishermen. The sample was stratified by vessel licence and location. The average
length o f these interviews was 80 minutes. The research was supported by a grant from Saint
Mary's University and privately by Susan Price Barrett. While they bear no responsibility for any
interpretations in this paper, I owe a tremendous debt o f gratitude to the fishermen o f Bermuda
and the staff o f tlie Division o f Fisheries. 1 would also like to thank Mrs. Margaret Cheyne, Mrs.
Anne Creaser, for clerical assistance at various stages, and especially Mrs. Olwen Price, for
keeping me up to date on developments in the fishery since I left. Lastly, I would like to thank
Raoul Andersen, Richard Apostle, Allan Bean Sr., Peter Sinclair, Craig Trott and Madine
VanderPlaat for comments.
2. Fish pots were a variation on the classic Antillian arrowhead design. Octagon in shape and
constructed o f 2 inch hexagon wire mesh and framed, traditionally, using spice sticks but more
recently using reinforced rod. Sizes ranged from 3 x 3 x 1 l/2 to 8 x 8 x 4. Fish enter by means o f
a funnel o f either horse-neck or straight design. Funnel opening sizes are varied for fish or
lobster.
3. Bermuda lies 250 miles south-east o f tlie nearest edge o f the Gulf Stream.
4. Like most oceanic marine atolls, Bermuda's oceanograpl~icenvironment is a paradox. It is
a marine oasis located in the middle o f one o f the world's great oceanic deserts, the Sargasso Sea.
Primary and secondary productivity on the Bermuda platform are estimated to be ten times that
o f the surrounding sea as a consequence o f the island mass upwelling effect, land runoff and
sewage input, and most importantly, the self-sustaining coralline environment (see Longhurst
and Pauly 1987:124-31, 137-44).
5. Interviewed by the press in 1964, one local fisherman remarked, 'the price o f fish cannot go
any higher or people will buy other things ...' (Mid-Ocean Neivs, 4 January, 1964).
6. At their peak in 1987, total recorded fish landings only reached 1.7 million pounds. This
figure is largely unchanged since tlie 1950s. Grouper landings peaked at 452,000 pounds in 1975
(Bermuda 1991; Bermuda, DAF 1989).
7 . There was a dramatic failure o f one locally promoted trawler venture in 1982 as testament
to this trend (see Royal Gazette, 22 March, 1982).

8. For an island o f only 20 square miles with a population o f 60,000, Bermuda boasts a nunlber
o f records. It has the highest income and GNP per capita o f any country in the world (Gurr 1984;
Manning 1979; Murphy and Gomez 1981; Smith 1988). Bermuda is domicile for 1,337 captive
insurance companies or 93 per cent o f the world's total number (Bennlrda Sun, 17 April, 1989;
Royal Gazette, 13 April, 1989); and is reputedly the worlcl's second most successful tax haven
(Royal Gazette, 16 January, 1989). Bermuda's labour force participation rate for men and
women is 91 and 73 per cent respectively, making it the Itigliest in the world (Bermuda, Ministry
o f Finance (MF) 1984; Royal Gazette, 10 April, 1989; Smith 1988). Unemployment has hovered
between 1.5 and 2.5 per cent since the early 1960s (Bermuda, MF 1984:38; Richardson 1963:5).
Bermuda has no foreign debt and in 1987 declared a record $9 million surplus on its balance o f
payments (Royal Gazette, 7 June, 1989).
9. T o earn a good living and support onc's family was the clear measure o f success in the
commercial fishery. I estimate that less than 10 per cent are involved in fishing or otlier ventures
in a manner that would normally be considered petty capitalist. At most this would be buying a
share in a restaurant operation or importing fishing gear or fish for resale. In a few cases, it
involved having more than one boat and liccnce. On the otlier hand these few cases were
considered by fishermen to bc the initial culprits in tlie disintegration o f customary norms.
10. In the late 1970s tlie UNDP and FA0 sponsored a fishery development project designed to
modernize and rationalize the industry on a co-operative basis. The failure o f this effortand the
relationship between co-operativism and co-management is a very instructive issue but beyond
the scope o f the article.
1 1 . In one o f the great ironies o f the period this 'conservation-minded' measure was justified
using the old modernization rationale o f the 1960s. Plural activity was seen as a source o f
inefficiency and excessive entry. Overcapitalization, it was argued, could be reduced by forcing
fishermen to specialize (see Bermuda, DAF 1984:16). In fact, o f course, it is quite the reverse (see
Townsend and Wilson 1987).
12. The practical contradictions elicited by fisheries regulations around the world are staggering. Gear restrictions and licensing increase inequally among fishermen and the incentive on tlie
part o f the disenfranchised to poach. Area closures exacerbate over-capitalization o f vessels since
tlie greater the mobility the larger the catch. This, in turn, aggravates gear and area conflicts
among fishermen as customary tenure is upset. Quotas and seasonal closures increase the
intensity o f fishing effort and overinvestment by putting a premium on certain stocks, in
particular locations, for a limited period o f time. Quotas, closures and restrictions inhibit
accurate self-reporting o f catch and effortstatistics undermining the quality o f data available to
managers and increase the lack o f confidence fishermen have in managers (Jentoft 1989:138-39;
Townsend and Wilson 1987:318-21;Bannister 1989). As tlie viciousness o f the circle increases,
state managers entrench, faced with the imminent collapse o f fish stocks in spite o f limited entry
programs. More and more resources are poured into more complex regulatory regimes that are
less and less theory-directed and increasingly coercive. Fishermen respond by overfislling,
poaching and engaging in other forms o f 'primitive' rebellion as predictable responses to an
illegitimate external authority. (Taylor 1987; Davis and Kasdan 1984; Hobsbawm 1959).
13. A fuel subsidy was rescinded at this time by the Ministry o f Finance. This reduced greatly
the ability and willingness o f fishermen to venture offshoreor experiment with alternative fishing
methods.
14. Once fishermen begin falsifying statistics, the legitimacy o f state policy is further undermined since regulations are seen to be based on incorrect information (Pinkerton 1989a:13).
1 5 . This is also a common experience elsewhere. Pinkerton (1989a) observes: 'Advisory
committees made up o f fishermen's representatives often become unworkable when some groups
withdraw from the committee to protest government actions they consider unfair. Lacking a

rationale for allocating more to one group than another, government managers may follow the
path of least resistance and respond to the largest and loudest lobby. Such a response is not
necessarily the most desirable one for conservation or equity.'
16. This campaign consisted of public meetings, full-page ads in the media, petitions,
lee-shirts, and the general harassment of fishermen at dockside. Fishermen even reported
instances of divers tying open their funnels to release fish from traps and cutting away pots.
17. Predictably, there is already some evidence that the increased numbers of fishermen now
forced to concentrate on the line fishery have led to heightened gear conflict between commercial
and charter fishermen, and to exaggerated prdssures on certain species such as white water
snapper (Royal Gazette, 28 August, 1990; 28 September, 1990).
18. Even using multipliers, such estimates discount the value of non-monetary transactions
and benefits in a broader social economy.
19. Pinkerton (1979b) notes that the itzternal resolution of differences is m>re likely to produce
equitable criteria for allocating harvesting rights than letting differences prevail in tlie representation of competing interests on co-management committees.
20. Grinders were installed on some of the larger boats to crush up undersized fish and
unwanted by-catch for bait. The practice of grinding immature or unwanted fish was seen by
most fishermen as wasteful and they would point out that it was tied to a lack of traditional
knowledge about good fishing practice. Young 'cowboy' fishermen were chronically short of
bait since they used very large traps ('hotels') and hauled them too frequently.
21. Although as Bailey and Jentoft point out, under conditions of resource scarcity, price
controls will often lead to a black market (1990:339). This underscores even more the importance
of an organizational integration of co-management and co-operation structures.
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Seaweed, Status and the Symbolic Domain
Seaweed Harvesters in Portuguese Coastal Communities'

Ellen Hoefnagel
University o f Leiden

ABSTRACT This essay describes the seaweed harvest in Portuguese coastal villages. It
discusses the changing status or prestige o f occupational groups in such communities and
these groups' reactions to those changes. First o f all, an ethnography winbe presented o f
the seaweed liarvest in the north o f Portugal focusing especially on the village o f Castelo
de Neiva. Secondly, a tentative explanation o f the recent 'feminization' o f the seaweed
harvest will be given, by relating this phenomenon to the ideational systems o f the groups
involved.

Introduction

Seaweed has been harvested in Portugal for centuries. Since the end of the
nineteenth century, the seaweed harvest has formed an important source of
income for coastal crofters.' Today seaweed harvesting still constitutes an
integral part of the composite economy of many Portuguese coastal communities. Peasants, crofters and fisherwomen exploit the resource to augment
their household budget. However, the changing relative importance of the
various economic activities brought about transformations in the status or
prestige of these occupational groups. This article focuses on such transformations and on the responses of the coastal population of northern Portugal
to those changes.
Obviously, the status of a group can only be understood in its context.
Davis and Nadel-Klein state, focusing especially on female status in fishing
communities:
clearly, more attention must be directed to the technology and ecology o f fishing, to tile
relations o f fishing to other subsidiary subsistence patterns, and to the relations o f
production governing both fishing and other activities, before general rules about the
construction o f female status can be developed (1988:49).

The same thing could be said of the construction of male status, of course.
Status is also inextricably intertwined with mental constructions. In order to
understand the social construction of status and change in status, the relation
with the ideational systems of the groups involved has to be examined from
a diachronic perspective.
In general maritime anthropologists have given little or no attention to
seaweed and the people who harvest it. Questions concerning the importance
of this harvest for coastal communities are seldom raised. Although the

seaweed harvest has decreased or has even been totally abandoned as a craft
in many European countries, it is still possible to do research on the subject
of seaweed gathering. Portugal is one of those countries in Europe where
natural seaweed resources are still exploited.
These Portuguese seaweed harvesters have their origins in different occupational groups: peasants, crofters, and fishers. Since circa 1880 male and
female peasants and crofters harvest the seaweed by wading into the surf.
Fishermen, on the other hand, have always fished for seaweed by boat, using
their purse seine, therefore never having to go into the sea.
Since circa 1975 only women have been active in the seaweed harvest in
north Portuguese fishing villages, while in coastal communities without
fishery both women and men still exploit the resource. This enigmatic
selective social change raises the following questions: Why did 'feminization'
of the seaweed harvest occur in fishing communities and not in other coastal
communities? Why did fishermen have a different attitude towards the
seaweed harvest than the women and men of other occupational groups? The
answers to these questions will be given by relating this 'feminization' of the
seaweed harvest to socio-economic change and the ideational and symbolic
systems of the different occupational groups involved.
In short the purpose of this article is twofold. First, I will present an
ethnography of the seaweed harvest in the north of Portugal focusing
especially on one village. Second, I will give a tentative explanation of the
recent 'femini~ation'~
of the seaweed harvest in fishing communities, by
relating this phenomenon to the ideational systems of the groups involved.
The first three sections give an overview of the economic situation of the
littoral of northern Portugal and of one fishing village in particular. The
second part elucidates the differences between the occupational groups in
class, division of labor and mental maps. The last section provides a conclusion.
The Littoral

The northern coast of Portugal is scattered with villages and small towns (see
map), but not all of them have the same orientation towards the sea. In some
the emphasis is on fisheries, in others on the commercial seaweed harvest. In
addition, all are oriented towards small-scale agriculture. Several coastal
villages have combined the three activities. Another economic pillar is migrant labor. Since the voyages of discovery of the Portuguese in the sixteenth
century, the northern part of Portugal has exported labor.
Recent developments are tourism and industrialisation. From the sixties
on, the tourist industry has been growing as an economic factor. For example
in Povoa de Varzim large apartment buildings have started to dominate the
fishing village. Since Portugal is a member of the European Community
(EC), industrial development has been stimulated with subsidies. Along the
large semi-coastal road from Spain to Lisbon new factories have been
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founded which give wage labor opportunities for the people of the littoral.
From the sixteenth century on many Portuguese have emigrated to
Madeira, the Azores, South America, and Africa. These emigrations were
often temporary, in order to earn money. But, of course, many of those
Portuguese started a new life overseas. Emigration reached its peak from the
sixties up to the mid seventies, when the northwest of Europe attracted
unskilled laborers from Portugal and other south European countries.
Contrary to the south of Portugal, where large estates characterize the
agricultural system (latifundia), northwestern agriculture is predominantly
small-scale (minifundia) (Birot 1949:71). This age-old agricultural system
also implies small landed property (ibid.:69-70).~Northwestern Portuguese
agriculture still is at a semi-subsistence level and productivity is low.5 In this
area a tendency towards feminization is ongoing. In the district of Viana do
Castelo 64% of the agricultural work is done by women (De Castro Caldas en
De Figueiredo 1986:29).
In 1891 there were more than 30 fishing communities on the northern coast
from Porto to the Spanish border (Cole 1988:172). Today fewer than half
remain and most of these have no harbor. The small-scale fishermen often
leave from the sandy beaches with their small open wooden boats. They fish
only a few hours a day within a three mile zone from the shore. They use lines
and hooks, nets, or cages, fishing for whiting-pout, sardine, conger, squid
and shrimps. In the harbors the larger boats, motoras, can be found, fishing
for the same species as mentioned above as well as the larger ones like sharks.
They fish in an area between 3 and 20 miles from the coast. The fishermen are
home every 3 to 10 days, depending on the harbor from which they leave.
From the larger ports like Viana do Castelo and Matosinhos trawlers depart
to fish for cod in the northwestern part of the Atlantic, staying at sea from six
to as much as nine months.
According to biologists, the inshore waters of northern Portugal have been
overexploited. Catches have been decreasing in the past ten years. The
demand for fish, however, has increased, due to a higher prosperity, the
enormous love of the Portuguese for fish and 'fruit of the sea,'6 and, last but
not least, the growing tourism industry in Portugal. As a consequence the
price of fish has risen, resulting in a higher income level for the fishery
households.
The seaweed sargaco (Saccorhiza polyschides L.) has been harvested in
many coastal villages to use or sell as a ferti1izer.I The seaweed grows on
rocks under the water. Through the movements of the water, caused by wind
and tides, the seaweed tears loose. The floating seaweed is taken by currents
towards the coast, where it is either thrown on the beach or remains floating
just in front of it.
Saccorhiza polyschides is not the only seaweed that grows on the continental
shelf of Portugal. In addition to sargago three smaller species are of importance to the inhabitants of the northern Portuguese coast: the algae Chondrus
crispus (L) or Irish moss and Gigartina stellata (L) which contain carrageen;

and the 'agar' specie Gelideunz corneum (L).8
. .
In Portugal three factories process the agar specie^.^ The carrageens are
exported, because the amounts harvested are too small to set up an industry
(Palminha 1971:6-7). In 1984, 2170 tons of dried algae have been harvested
in Portugal (Alves de Ararijo 1987:20). Unlike the sargaco, the production of
the three algae species has increased over the last few decades, especially in
the Azores and southern Portugal. However, large amounts of seaweed are
still used in the dunes north of Povoa de Varzim. Sargaco has better results
than other fertilizers, particularly in the potato and the onion cultivation. On
other soils sargaco has been superseded by manure and other fertilizers.
Castelo de Neiva

-.

Castelo de Neiva, the village where I conducted fieldwork, is a large village in
the northwest of Portugal, about 50 km south of the Spanish border. It has
approximately 6000 inhabitants (1986), from which 2250 are voters (1985),
living in circa 750 houses. About 50 to 100 of these houses are vacation homes
for tourists or local emigrants who return for the summer. The population
has increased markedly since 1867 when there were 1455 inhabitants and 292
houses.
Castelo de Neiva is a village which can be classified as agro-maritime.
Peasants as well as fishers are strongly represented. 'We live from the sea and
the land' (Nos vivemos do m a r e da terra), the inhabitants of Castelo de Neiva
say. Fishery households partly originate from the peasantry (lavradores) and
partly from a group which already occupied itself with subsistence fishing. In
the InquiricOes of 1220 is written that fish was being caught by peasants living
in the neighbourhood of the castle at the river Neiva and other maritime
villages (Veiga and Galhano 1958: 14).
Most households in Castelo de Neiva are organized as plural economies.
Fishery households, for example, are not only active in maritime activities,
but in (semi) subsistence agriculture too. Within the fishery and agricultural
sectors the households try to make the most of their possibilities by practising
fishery switching, crop rotation and poly-culture. Men as well as women are
integrated in this economy and their activities are equal or complementary to
each other.
Agriculture, fishery, and seaweed harvest are seasonal activities. They take
place in the same seasons and reach their peak during the summer. During the
winter work slows down; there is no seaweed, the ocean is often too stormy
to fish and nothing will grow on the land.
In the summer the beaches are populated, to a small degree, by tourists,
mostly of Portuguese nationality. There is no tourist industry yet. Castelo is
somewhat isolated because the large road from Spain to Lisbon does not pass
by the village.
Its houses, agricultural plots, beaches, and sea are overseen by a catholic
church built near the top of a small hill, the highest point of the village.

The Four Pillars of the Village Economy
Castelo de Neiva is one of those Portuguese villages where agriculture,
mieration
labor, fishery, and commercial seaweed harvest have long been the
.-"
four pillars of the local economy.
Agriculture
Nearly every household works at least one plot of land for subsistence
purposes. About 450 of the circa 700 households work the fields on a
commercial or semi-subsistence base. The peasants grow potatoes and cabbage; corn and beans; hay or other fodder or again potatoes successively during,
the year. Closer to the houses products like onions, garlic, tomatoes, and
lettuce are grown. This intensive method of agriculture has been applied for
ages. Hardly any fruit trees or vignards can be found in Castelo de Neiva, due
to the cold winds coming in from the Atlantic. Many households keep
animals, like one or two cows (as draught animals and for milk), pigs,
chickens and sheep. They all stay in the stables, there is no grazing land.
As a consequence of the rising prices of rent, artificial fertilizers, and
seeds, the villagers are facing diminishing economic returns from their plots
of land. Whereas in 1986 every square meter of agricultural land was
exploited, as was the case for centuries, in 1990 the situation had dramatically
changed: about 2/5 of the plots lay fallow. Newly established factories along
the road to Spain and Lisbon have attracted girls and young women as cheap
laborers. This salaried work is more appealing to young women than the hard
wageless work in the fields. Lacking the assistance of their daughters, the
older women and men are not able to work the agricultural plots to the same
degree as in earlier years. Due to the decreasing returns of the plots, day
laborers are too expensive to hire for a majority of the peasants. The entry of
Portugal into the European Community (EC) and the availability of subsidies
has made it attractive for entrepreneurs to start (small) businesses.
Agricultural development, too, is being stimulated in Portugal by the EC. In
Castelo de Neiva, however, only one farmer (1990) has been successful in
applying for subsidies. l o
Migration labor
In Castelo de Neiva not one man can be found who has not worked abroad as
an immigrant for some time. Many women have also worked as migrant
laborers, but to a lesser degree than men. Several 'grass widows' are living in
luxurious houses, while their husbands are working in France or Canada.
These men visit their families once every year or two during Christmas or
summer. Although they do not lack money these women are hardworking
peasants who often bake their own bread, smoke hams, raise cattle and
harvest their fields. The status of these women is related to the role village-

women play; that of hardworking women who are always busy: utna traballzadeira (Cole 1988). There is an implicit connotation of being proud of being
self-supporting.
The inhabitants of Castelo have created a network of families and friends
abroad, particularly in France and Canada. Via this network they arrange
accommodation and work (often on a tourist visa), especially in construction
work. They tend to stick together and it is not even necessary to learn English
or French. The illegal workers return when their visa has expired. Many of
the legal 'emigrants' only return to the village after a long period of hard
work abroad.
Fishery

-.

Although the village does not have a harbor, fishing is important in Castelo
de Neiva. Every day 30 to 50 small boats with a crew of two men leave from
the beach to catch fish and 'fruit of the sea' (tnarisco") which is sold at the
local fish auction. Besides these 'daytrippers' there are in Castelo fishermen,
who operate from harbors. There are seven skippers with each a local crew of
14 men and they have different Portuguese harbors as their base (from Viana
do Castelo in the north to the Algarve in the south). Other fishermen fish with
skippers who do not live in Castelo de Neiva. There are also fishermen who
work on Portuguese or, since 1990, Spanish trawlers near the U.S. (for cod,
bacalhrio). Some 300 out of 1100 adult men in Castelo are fishermen (1986).
Up till the seventies fishermen were poor, living just like the other crofters,
cabaneims, in small, primitive houses (cabana= cabin). They fished from
small rowing boats with lines and hooks and gill nets. In 1918 the shrimp net,
a small purse seine, was introduced. This net was also applied for the harvest
of sargaco. Up to the sixties, sixteen sailing vessels were active, fishing mostly
for sardines and tnarisco. From the 1950s until the 1960s 125 Castelo de
Neiva fishermen went fishing for cod on Portuguese vessels on the Grand
Banks of Newfoundland and Greenland." In order to avoid military service,
these Castelo fishermen signed a contract to fish for cod for seven years
during 6 months a year.I3 Military service was for three and a half successive
years and contrary to the cod fishery one did not earn a penny. Although the
cod fishery was underpaid, according to the fishermen of Castelo de Neiva,
several fishery households succeeded to save some money to invest in a new
house.
In 1958, the fisherman Sr. Rollo was the first to buy a 10 hp motor.
Following this example, other inshore fishermen also motorized their boats.
However, the motor power of the day fishery boats never increased much. In
1986 it varied between 15 and 40 hp.
The introduction of the covo in 1975 caused an economic breakthrough in
the inshore fishery in Castelo. The covo is a little cage in which different
species of fish and tnarisco can be caught. The cages, containing four hooks
baited with sardine, are placed on the sea bottom during 24 hours. Especially

squid is caught with these cages. Due to the high market price for squid, the
fishery sector attained a certain level of prosperity." This relative prosperity
meant a greater availability of seasonal work to the village economy. The
covos, for example, last only one year and then need to be replaced by new
ones. Several households manufacture the little cages, mainly during spring.
Other arte dapesca have been partly contracted out by the fishery household,
like lines with hundreds (for conger) or thousands (for whiting-pout) of
hooks that need to be baited every day during summer. In 1980, an auctionhouse was built on a dune in Castelo. Fishermen are obliged to auction their
catch with a maritime police officer making sure they do so. However, many
fishery households do not like this system because they are obliged to pay
18,6% (1986) of the catch's value for social insurances. Many fisherwomen
succeed in selling the catch illegally.
Catches are usually very small. Sometimes a good year comes along, like in
1989, when a lot of squid with a high value was caught in Castelo de Neiva.
The price of fish and especially tnarisco -and consequently the income of the
fishers- has risen sharply during the last decades.15 Hence fishers do not
belong to the class of crofters or cabaneiras anymore. They became a
separate occupational class.
The Seaweed Harvest
The fourth pillar of the local economy has been the seaweed harvest.lG The
beaches of Castelo de Neiva are good seaweed beaches. Different kinds of
species of seaweed grow on rocks just off the coast. Sometimes large amounts
of sargaqo are thrown up on the beaches by the tide, and since some of the
rocks appear during low tide, other species can also be harvested by hand.
Another favourable condition in seaweed exploitation is the accessibility of
Castelo beaches for carriages drawn by animals.
Up till the 1960s the seaweed beaches of Caste10 de Neiva were full of
harvesters." According to many informants 'the beaches looked like an
ant-hill.' 'There was a nice atmosphere, we laughed and sang a lot. We even
went at night, and often we went out far in the sea, the waves engulfed us,'
some Castelo sargaceiras (seaweed harvesters) say. The work could be rather
dangerous too. All kinds of newspaper reports -the first dates from the 24th
of April 1629 (Veiga and Galhano 1958:21)- give evidence of drownings or
near escapes. 'When my sister was 19 she and a colleague were swept away by
the waves and drowned. I grieved long over the loss, now I don't want my
wife to harvest seaweed' said a fisherman from Castelo de Neiva.
Men as well as women populated the beaches and coastal waters. They
wore special clothes made of undyed wool (traje de branquette), men wore
long jackets without trousers, and women skirts and blouses from this
material. These clothes were intended to protect the harvesters from the cold
seawater and the cold wind.
There was a tangle of little boats, rafts and equipment. Small mountains of
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living in the sandy environment north of P6voa de varzim.
The demand for SargWo has lessened, due to the growing use of a
and dung. However, there still is a demand for
palheim brings in a considerable amount of money. In 1985 this was
escudos (circa $175), while the minimum wage in 1985 was 19.000
month for men, and in 1989 the price of a pa/heiro had doubled (the
wage was 25.000 esc per month in 1990). several women are
ful in
more than fivepalheiros a year. ~t the end of the seaweed
the Castelo beach quarter is therefore scattered with palheiros, up till
the farmers are coming to buy them, which mostly occurs in Decembe

abitants of coastal northern Portugal have collected seaweed
Ocean. The first document which gives an account of
08 (Veiga and Galhano 1958:9). This document stated
abitants of Povoa de Varzim were entitled to harvest the
or a r g a p ) that washes ashore on the municipal coasts. The
regulated indicates the importance of the SargWo for
le. The sargaco was used as a fertilizer for the intensive
ils behind the dunes.
and for sargaqo increased as a result of the discovery
on very marginal sandy soils. This discovery was
those who had no place left in local agriculture and
up an existence on the coast. This development ~ c c u r r e din
reas in Europe in the course of the 18th and 19th centurieswith regard to, Sweden: 'Since the number [of peasants] grew
ture was able to employ them, they turned to sub(1979:86). Paul Jorion points out that in North Atlantic
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resources]' (19825 14).
d population growth occured in the north of Portugal at
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with artificial fertilizers that were introduced at that time.
The social division between cabaneiras, including fishery households, as
said before, and lavradores is also expressed by other aspects than spatial
distance. Crofters have been poorer, not being able to rent or own any or
much land. (Peasants have been renting plots of land, too.) Subsistence
agriculture was not sufficient to support the crofter's household. Increasingly
they directed themselves to the marine resources, of which the collecting of
seaweed became an important source of income. An essential difference
between the two classes was the ownership of carriages and draught animals.
Another feature is a tendency towards endogamy: even in 1986 82,4070 of the
men from the Castelo dayfishery households and 70,1% of the women were
of fisher descent, and about 90% of the dayfishermen qnd 99% of the
dayfisherwomen were born in Castelo. Cole states with regard to the fishing
households of the cabaneira group:
Members of this land-poor group set-up liousel~oldsdependent on fishing and emerged as
a low statits group in the parish hierarcliy, a subordinate status of which the fisllermen
were always aware. Social relations in the Vila da Praia were characterized by antagonism
between tile lasradores (landowning peasants) and lhe pescadores (land-poor fishermen)
(1988:187).

--

Photo 2. Sargaqeira with large lratrdtref or ganhapio.

The hierarchy between the two classesi8was also expressed by the language of
Castelo de Neiva: the word cabaneira had a pejorative connotation.

Cltange and Division of Labor
In 1958, the division of labor in the seaweed harvest was different per region,
class, gender and harvesting method (Veiga and Galhano 1958). The peasants
used tools inspired on agricultural techniques. The seaweed that occasionally
appeared in large amounts was raked from the surf. Rafts and small boats
were also used to rake the sargafo out of the water. Scythes were used to cut
off the plants from the rocks. Fishermen introduced nets in the seaweed
gathering (Veiga and Galhano 1958:31). The ganhaprio, a very large handnet,
became popular by the cabaneiras. Fishermen themselves used their purse
seine (shrimp net). It is striking to see that every sargago village had its own
type or form of rake, handnet, raft and boat.
Lavradores who harvested sargafo for their own use could be differentiated by region. South of the river Cavado (see map) only male peasants were
active, using the ganhaprio, or harvesting from boats using rakes and scythes.
Between the rivers Cavado and Lima male and female peasants harvested side
by side; while north of the river Lima, due to the emigration of the men,
mainly the women of this class worked in the sargafo. Men and women of the
class of cabaneiras worked everywhere side by side in the surf or on rafts or
boats. Men and women of the fishery households also worked together from
boats with nets. Women also harvested from rafts.or went into the surf with

the ganhaprio. Fishermen, on the other hand, never went into the water.
In coastal villages without fishery both men and women still exploit the
seaweed resource with a handnet, rake or tractor. However, since approximately 1975, the division of labor has changed in fishing villages. Fishermen
and male peasants and male crofters do not work in the seaweed anymore.
There is a sexual division of labor at sea now: men do the fishing and women
harvest the seaweed.
The economy of northwestern Portugal has changed markedly. Tourism
has put its stamp upon many coastal villages. This offers some job opportunities during the summer, and more income for the fishery households due to
the sale of their catches and the renting out of houses. First, fishing households (cabaneiras) were forced by demographic developments to exploit
marginal land and sea resources. Nowadays, beaches and dunes, and fish and
nzarisco have become of great economic importance, and luck has turned for
the 'losers in agriculture.' New occupations came into existence, too. Construction work, for instance, has become an important job opportunity for
men. Near the large cities, like Porto, men and women have long been
working in factories. This kind of work is becoming available for Castelo
women since Portugal's entry into the European Community (1986), because
the EC is stimulating industrial development. Men of Castelo de Neiva are
seldom employed in those factories because women form a cheaper laborforce. This tendency has also been noticed by Cole: 'In 1985, 76.7"io of Vila
da Praia [near Porto, EH] residents working in factories were women7 (Cole

The agrarian sector in Castelo de Neiva docs not offer a future according
to the sons and daughters of the peasants, let alone the harvest of seaweed.lg
Fishery, on the other hand, has a great attractive power upon young men of
both the fishing households and the peasantry. Temporary emigration seems
to be even more appealing, due to greater financial opportunities. These
developments have been occuring more or less to the same degree in other
northern Portuguese coastal communities.
As said, Castelo de Neiva has a very good sargaqo beach. In 1958 there
were 200 or 300 sargaqeiras, both men and women. In 1986 forty sargaqeiras
and in 1990 only thirty were harvesting the seaweed, and since circa 1975
these were exclusively women. These women come from the peasant class as
well as the class of fishers/cabaneims. Although the decreqe in the number
of exploiters has occurred in many villages, the feminization did not. After
visiting almost all of the original seaweed beaches in 1990,20I discovered that
feminization was complete only in fishing villages (concerning the sargaqo).
In other coastal villages both men and women were still collecting seaweed.
How is it possible that in fishing villages ail men (peasants, fishermen and
cabaneiras) abandon the harvest of sargaqo, whereas in other coastal villages,
where there is no fishery of any importance, this phenomenon does not
occur? Sally Cole stresses that fisherwomen of the fishing village of Vila da
Praia 'monopolysed the harvest of seaweed and the production and sale of
seaweed fertilizer' (Cole 1990:23). However, she does not describe this
process towards feminization.
An obvious explanation could be that all men in fishing villages are now
working in the fishery related economy as fishermen, fishmonger, fishing
preparer (arte da pesca), boatbuilder, or otherwise. However, this is not so.
The peasantry is still very large and many peasants are poor. Even cabaneiras
can still be found, but the men of these very poor families do not harvest
sargaqo anymore. The largest part of the cabarzeiras merged into, on the one
hand, the peasantry and, on the other hand, into the new class of fishers. Due
to the molley earned by temporary emigration, many of the cabaneiras were
able to buy some means of production and lease agricultural plots, so that the
distinction between peasant and crofter faded. Small-scale dayfishery is a
part-time occupation, which gives the fishermen the opportunity to work
during the afternoon in another occupation. Of course, some time is spent on
fish preparing, but this applies mainly to boat owners' households. Crew
members occasionally work in construction work or agriculture or do other
small jobs. Sometimes they even do not work at all, while they (especially
young fishermen who fish with their father) do not have much money to
spend. None of these men harvest sargaqo any longer since approximately
1975, although an income can be earned by it.
The people of Castelo de Neiva do not have an explanation for this
attitude, they simply state: 'men the fish, women the sargaFo, that's the way
it is,' forgetting that only 15 years ago the situation was quite different. The
explanation of the 'feminization' of the sargaqo exploitation in fishing

villages can be found in the combination of the economic developments and
the socio-cultural boundaries between the different groups involved.
The socio-cultural boundaries were manifest in the seaweed harvesting
methods, as we have seen above. Peasants worked with equipment inspired
on agricultural tools, while fishers introduced nets. Men and women from the
cabaneira class and fisherwomen collected the seaweed by raft or boat, but
mostly worked with the large handnet in the surf. Fishermen, on the other
hand, always used their boats and nets, and never went into the water. 'They
thought it humiliating for a fishermen to go into the water,' according to
Veiga and Galhano (1958). Getting wet is a taboo for fishermen.
Taboo, Symbolic Domain and Status
Anthropological literature indicates that people perform rituals or observe
taboos in order to cope with danger, risk and ambiguity. The Castelo
fishermen taboo can be elucidated by referring to the anthropological literature on taboos.
'Ambiguous categories attract the maximum interest and the most intense
feelings of taboo' states Leach (1964:39). Indeed, seaweed can be classified as
an ambiguous category. For it is not a real plant - it has no roots for
example - and it does not grow on the field. But it also is neither an animal.
nor a fish. It rather looks like a plant, but it can not be cultivated (it is not in
Portugal, see note 2). On the other hand, it can be harvested with agricultural
tools. But seaweed can be fished for, too, with fishing equipment. Is it an
agricultural or a maritime activity? This depends on your point of view, as we
will see.
Another element of the study on taboos is also related to ambiguity,
namely:

[...I taboos in maritime communities are part and parcel of rites of territorial passage (van
Ginkei 1987:65). Taboos are ways of coping with transitions from one physical and
cognitive domain to another (ibid.:62).
Seaweed has been harvested in an area very close to the coast, an area that
also can serve as fishing ground, but, more importantly, is the territory from
which the fishermen leave to go fishing. It is a 'territorial passage' area
between land and sea: a symbolic domain.
Anxiety-reduction which is related to personal danger and economic risk
(Malinowski) is a third element in the study on taboos. An important feature
in fishery communities is the danger of drowning often combined with the
loss of boat and gear. In northern Portuguese fishing communities the fear
for drowning is highly realistic. However, this applies to the seaweed harvest
to a much smaller degree. In Castelo de Neiva several fishermen-widows can
be found, whose husbands were lost at sea. During my fieldwork in 1986,
Castelo fishermen found a capsized fishing boat of Povoa de Varzim,

without any trace of the crew. Two weeks later two of the three corpses
washed ashore in Spain. One of these drowned fishermen was the son of a
fisherwoman who one month earlier had lost her husband by drowning. In
1989 three Castelo fishermen went overboard, only one survived. In the same
period no seaweed harvesters drowned. These recent cases of drownings of
fishermen near the Castelo de Neiva coast make it imaginable that this has
been going on for ages.21
Castelo fishermen avoid getting wet. Getting wet, going into the sea, is as
if it were 'tempting fate' or 'asking for trouble' (asking for drowning).
Remarkably, five kilometers south of Castelo de Neiva, at the other side of
the river Neiva in SBo Bartolomeu do Mar, a ritual which is called o Banho
Santo is held every 24th of August. Coastal people and inhabitants of the
Neiva valley attend the ritual. This Holy Bath has a positive and beneficial as
well as a negative effect on the participants of the ritual. 0 Banho Santo is
meant for young children who suffer from anxiety or epilepsy (Veiga and
Galhano 1990:73).22The children have to be engulfed by three waves in the
arms of a man or woman who is wearing the traje de branquette, the clothes
made of undyed wool of the sarga(7eiras. This engulfing has a beneficial effect
on the children, they are supposed to recover from their anxiety or epilepsy
afterwards. So, there is a positive relationship between the sea and health.
However, there is at the same time a negative effect. Manuel Miranda da
Costa Pereira, namely, points to the repercussion of this Holy Bath ritual for
the people (1986:225).23 On this same day, the 24th of August, the day of
saint Bartolomew, the 'devil' breaks loose in S. Bartolomeu do Mar, o Diabo
d solta. Besides the beneficial effect of the engulfing, the act of going into the
sea has its negative consequences, it is tempting fate. As a precautionary
measure, garlick is sown into the clothes of the children and 'the engulfers'
are paid a fee.
he sargageie~.asare safeguarded against this risk because the surf is their
territory, for them it is not a symbolic domain but a place to work. That is
why the men and women who hold the children in the surf are wearing the
traje de branquette, in order to safeguard the children. They wear the traje de
branquette to fool the 'devil,' who belongs to the symbolic domain. For
fishermen the surf is a territorial passage area, the open sea is their territory.
There is a need for fishermen to fear the consequences of going into the surf,
to enter the symbolic domain.
Illustrative for this taboo in 1986, at a time when all Castelo men had
abandoned the harvest of sargaqo, was the fisherman who helped his wife and
daughters with the seaweed harvest by unloading the carriage beyond the
dunes. He waited beyond the dunes for the carriage, drawn by a cow, that his
wife or daughter brought from the beach. He never entered the beaches for
the harvest of seaweed, only for the fishery. Even young boys who play in the
sea, during the seaweed harvest in the proximity of their mother, are not
allowed to do this anymore from the age of circa ten onwards. Whereas
young daughters are stimulated to help their mothers harvesting seaweed,

sons are forbidden to do so. Instances of people who encroach upon the
margins of these symbolic boundaries can be elucidating. Once I saw a widow
beckoning her adult son to help her carry the heavily loaded handnet from the
sea. The son absolutely refused even to enter the water with one toe. When
the handnet was unloaded on the beach he loaded it on a carriage in order to
bring the sargaco to the dunes, where he waited for enough seaweed to load
again. In Castelo I have seen a fisherman entering the sea only once, far away
from the village. He behaved like a modern tourist whose style of life
appealed to him very much.
The harvest of seaweed became lucrative at the end of the nineteenth century.
This meant an opportunity to increase income for the very poor coastal
people, cabaneims and fisherfolk. However, fishermen had to find a solution
for the taboo/poverty dilemma. Due to their poverty-stricken circumstances
they were forced to harvest the 'ambiguous' seaweed in this 'symbolic
domain.' Because, as we have seen, 'getting wet' is synonym with 'asking for
trouble,' fishermen could not harvest the seaweed by going into the surf. So
they went by boat, avoiding to get wet. The ambiguous character of the
seaweed was lessened by considering it as 'wild' and by 'catching' it with
fishing gear. By using their boats, they even had an appropriate means of
staying in the area of territorial passage. Although the harvest of seaweed has
an agro-maritime character, fishermen classified it as a strictly maritime
occupation.
Women, peasants and cabaneiras did not have to observe these taboos.

Photo 3 . The seaweed exploifation, an agra-tnarifime acfivily.

They did not go further into the sea than was strictly necessary for the
collecting of seaweed. The surf has become their territory. That is why the
'baptizers' of o Batzlto Sarzto wear the clothes of the seaweed harvesters in
order to be legitimately in that territory which otherwise could have its
repercussions. The meaning given to the seaweed harvest is different per
group involved: Peasants, harvesting the seaweed for their own use in
commercial agriculture, see it mainly as an agricultural occupation, using
adjusted agricult~lraltools, whereas women and crofters, harvesting the
seaweed on a commercial base and the land on a subsistence base, consider it
to be an agro-maritime occupation. Fishermen, as we have seen, classify the
harvest of seaweed as strictly maritime.
Interestingly men from other occupations than fishing have incorporated
the fishermen's taboo over the years. Male peasants and crofters, who have
been living in fishing communities, have left the seaweed exploitation. The
largest part of the class of cabaneiras has merged into the class of peasants
and of fishers. In coastal villages without any fishery of importance, the
distinction between cabanei,o//av,odor has faded, too. Men in those villages
c o ~ ~ lnot
d incorporate the fishermen's taboo, because the taboo does not
exist; there are no socio-cultural boundaries between peasants and fisherfolk.
Illustrative in connection with this are the developments in Afife, a coastal
non-fishing village circa 15 km north of Castelo de Neiva. In this village the
seaweed harvest was, in 1958, an almost one hundred percent female occupation due to emigration of males (Veiga and Galhano 1958). Nowadays both
men and women work as seaweed harvesters again. There are no fishermen to
cope with, the 'significant other' does not exist and hence no feelings of
taboo. As the Dutch sociologist Schuyt states:
Concrete behavior or events become meaningful through and within a specific ideational
system, which is maintained by a certain group in competition with another group's
idealional system (Schuyt 198657).

In coastal villages without fishermen there is no competition between the
discussed ideational systems because only crofters and peasants are working
in seaweed harvest.
The next question to be answered is: why did non-fishermen in fishing
villages incorporate the fisherman taboo of 'not getting wet'?
Economic developments within the fishery and stagnation in agriculture
caused a change in village class hierarchy. The fishing households have
overtaken the Iavrador in the social hierarchy of the village. The fishers are
nowadays more successful than the peasants. Formerly, cabaneira was a term
of abuse, nowadays fishermen say of an inept fisherman 'ah, it is a lavrador.'
Men identified themselves with the successful fishermen and, just like them,
did not want to enter the sea anymore. This was not for the reason of anxiety
reduction or other fishermen's motives, but because it did not fit the image of
being a successful entrepreneur or a well-to-do man any longer. Change in

group relations and attitudes occurred:
If relations between groups change, the ideational system can change and, next, the
meaning given to concrete behavior or events can change (Schuyt 1986:57).

The taboo has a different meaning for each group, fishers, male peasants and
crofters. This is comparable to the ideas of Anthony Cohen concerning the
different meanings that symbols and rituals can have for different groups or
individuals:
[rituals] have an 'official' form and rationale, but their participants may well find in them
quite different meaning and experience [...I they afford to their participants to assimilate
the symbolic forms to their individual and idiosyncratic experience and social and
emotional needs (198553). Because symbols are malleable [in a certain way, EH] they can
be made to 'fit' the circumstances of the individual (ibid.:18).

The non-fishermen were worried about their status and especially the lavradores with their worsened economic situation suffered from loss of status.
They now have an occupation with diminished prestige. They cannot afford
to do work which would lessen their prestige any further. The economically
successful fishermen already left the harvest of seaweed, which in fact was
too ambiguous and therefore humiliating, and the other men followed them,
in order to keep up with them. This is the reason why men, first fishermen
and somewhat later the peasants and crofters, do not enter the sea any longer,
by which 'feminization' arose: women stayed.
The Castelo women, coming from a fishery, crofter or peasant household,
had one thing in common: they often had to support their families, sometimes for long periods, without the assistance of their husbands. Men often
migrated or went fishing for extended periods of time. Women had to cope
with that fact and developed an identification pattern different from men.
They developed an image of themselves which crossed class boundaries:
being a 'good woman' became synonymous with being a 'hardworking
woman,' ulna trabalhadeira, in agriculture, seaweed, arte do pesca and the
household. The women of the coastal villages have long been supporters of
the local economy. The commercial exploitation of the seaweed resource
provided a cash income, which made them in a way independent from men.
Nowadays wage work in factories is coming in fashion, and women too seem
to change their attitudes towards agriculture and the harvest of seaweed.
Conclusion
By relating the actions of different groups within a community to their
ideational systems in a dynamic and contextual perspective elucidates: 1) that
changes occur within an apparently 'traditional' society; 2) the course these
changes follow; and 3) the reason for those changes.

'

Once there were too many hands available in the local economy, but
nowadays there is according to o presidente da freggrresia, the mayor, a
shortage of labor in Castelo de Neiva, due to the availability of salary paying
jobs in factories, in construction work, and abroad.
Formerly maritime resources were underexploited and agricultural plots
overexploited. Nowadays there is overexploitation of fish and inarisco, and
underexploitation of agricultural land and seaweed resources, although there
is a demand for agricultural products (on a national scale) and seaweeds (on
a national and an international scale).
All these changes must be understood in relation to the ideational system,
and thus the valuation of actions. In this article I have argued that the
feminization of the seaweed harvest in fishing communities is related to the
identification of non-fishermen with fishermen. This identification pattern
has caused an imitation of a ritual of avoidance of the fishermen, the taboo
of going into the sea. This taboo was felt by many coastal groups, expressing
itself in the ritual of o Banho Santo. But the sargaqeims were safeguarded
from this, because the surf is their territory. However, the male sargaqeiras
gave another meaning to the taboo, in accordance with their identification
pattern. The motive of this identification of male sargaqeiras is to be found
in the economic prosperity of the local fishermen while local agriculture
stagnated.
Thus, male seaweed harvesters acted economically 'irrational' due to
changes in Castelo's group relations and dynamics in the ideational systems.
Nowadays the Castelo youth relate seaweed and agriculture to the povertystricken lives of their parents and grandparents. It is associated with
'subsistence,' while money is now available and luxury goods are appealing.
Although money can be earned by harvesting seaweed, the image of 'those
hard old times' comes with it. The old occupations do not have prestige
anymore. The consequence may be that the work of the Portuguese
sargaqeiras will fade into oblivion.
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Notes
1. The research upon which this article is based was carried out in the spring and summer of
1986 and in June of 1990, with the financial support of the Dr. C. van Tussenbroek Fund.
2. In the past seaweeds have also been harvested in many other European countries. Milovan
Gavazzi (1974) mentions Iceland, the Faroe Islands, Sweden. the Baltic countries, the Hebrides,
Orkney, Ireland, the Aran Isles, tile Channel Isles, Brittany, Portugal, Spain, and the countries
surrounding the Mediterranean and the Adriatic. Seaweed has long been used in agriculture as a

fertilizer, but it can also be applied in certain industrial products. Seaweed is gatltered outside
Europe as well; the Japanese use large quantities, especially as vegetables.
For centuries successful efforts have been undertaken to cultivate and industrialize seaweed.
'The exact date of the beginning of the seaweed culture is not known, but the practice is quite old
and probably began in Tokyo Bay between 1624 and 1651...' (Chapman and Chapman 1980:99).
Today it is cultivated in countries all over the world and experiments are continuing. However,
maritime circumstances are not always suitable for cultivation. Therefore, the 'wild' seaweed
resources are exploited where seaweed washes ashore, where it grows near the coast, or where
divers can reach tlte plants. Attempts are being made to make optimal use of this renewable
resource: 'Up to the present, seaweed resources have not been fully exploited although this
situation is being approached in respect of the agarophytes. However, clue to the continued
growth of the world's population, resulting in increasing pressure for food and energy, seaweeds,
which form an annually renewable resource, are likely to become increasingly important'
(Chapman and Chapman 1980:253).
3. As will become clear, the 'feminization' of the seaweed exploitation was caused by the
withdrawal of men from this endeavour.
4. The agricultural situation in northwest Portugal still is the same: 60% of the agricultural
land of the district of Viana do Castelo consists of concerns that are smaller than two hectare;
25.9% are between two and five ha.; 10.6% are between five and twenty ha.; 2.1% between 20
and 50 ha.; and only 1.4% has a surface of more than 50 hectare (De Castro Caldas and De
Figueirido 1986:33).
5. 'In 1972 [...I the yield of corn in Portugal was 1.330 kg per hectare compared to 5.390 in
Italy' (Apallrao cited by van Wezel 1985:lG). In comparison to Spain and Greece , two other
southern European EC-members, the yield of corn of Portugal is only 1/3 and the yield of
potatoes 2/3 per hectare (Wienberg 1984:422).
6. In 1985, the Portuguese consumed 30 kg of fish and 'fruit of the sea' per capita.
7. Saccorl7izapolysclzides (L.), is an annual brown seaweed witit a length of 3 to 4,5 meters. It
is a high quality fertilizer. 'Fresh seaweed contains the same amount of nitrogen and twice as
much potassium as manure' (Angel 1977:3).
8. Carrageen is a gum or mucilages and agar is a gel. The algae are widely used in tlte
cosmetic/pharmaceutical and food industries, and have been exploited in Portugal since 1939
(Palminha 1971:l). At the end of the 20th century seaweed is used as fodder, manure, fuel,
human food, as well as natural emulsifiers, gums or mucilages and gel.
9. The three factories are owned by Portuguese/Spanisl~/Japanese joint ventures.
10. Tltis depends on total surface size, plots are allowed to be scattered over the area.
11. Marisco is a general term for shell-fish, crab, lobster, squid, shrimps, etc.
12. For a detailed description of this fishing, see Cole (1990).
13. The Portuguese State (under the dictatorship of Salazar) recruited fishermen to catch cod
in order to decrease imports of cod. Cod or bacallzi'io is the main component of a traditional meal
in Portugal (see also Cole 1990).
14. The covo is not in use in every fishing village. In these other villages, however, economic
prosperity occurred too, due to tourism and the increase of prices for fish and rnarisco.
15. The turnover o f the local auction of Castelo gives an indication of the increase in income
of the fishery households: In 1985 this was 23.170.000 escudos; in 1986 this was 24.441.000; in
1987 44.400.000; in 1988 54.000.000; and in 1989 64.000.000 escudos.
16. The small seaweeds have not been harvested as long as sargaco, only for about 50 years. In
1986 and 1990 tlte small seaweed harvest in Castelo de Neiva was carried out in five boats, crewed
by 2 or 3 women. In Castelo de Neiva eight tons of algae have been harvested per year. Tltis could
have been much more, according to the middlewoman. In 1977, Gelidirrrn brought in 20

escudos/kg, in 1986 45 escudos and in 1990 150 escudos. The carrageens brought in 12.50
escudos (1977) and in 1990 100 escudos per kg. In 1986 two women together collected 226 kg of
dried carrageens in four days.
17. It is not possible to liarvest tliesargaco the wltole year around. The harvest starts in spring
when the first sargaqo washes ashore at the end of April or May. The harvest ends in autumn.
The early sargaco is called foNta de tnaio, and is rich in iodine. It is sold dry by the kilo via
middlemen to tlie pllarmaceutic industry. At the end of May or the beginning of June when the
sargaqo contains less iodine, it is harvested to use it in a dried form as a fertilizer.
18. The nobility and priesthood were identified as classes, too, in that time. Hierarchically tliey
are above the classes o f lavradores and cabat~eiras.This article does not pay attention to their
roles.
19. In some villages the harvest of seaweed was abandoned totally, for example in the fishing
village Ancora. In Insua Caminha this is because of the disappearance of the &weed, due to the
construction of a new jetty. However, in Moledo and Afife, the local government leases stretches
of beach to dry sargnqo to the harvesters. In Moledo it even is s o full of sargaceiras, that this
system is necessary to avoid quarrels. In Afife peasants harvest seaweed with the aid of tractors,
tliey transport it, in dried state, with lorries to the Povoa de Varzim region. These lavradores are
sometimes trying to harvest seaweed with their tractors on other beaches. This is prohibited. To
be allowed to harvest the seaweed, one needs a licence, that is only valid for that particular beach.
20. These are: Insua Caminha, Moledo, Vila Praia d'Ancora, Afife, Careqo, Areosa,
Amorosa, Castelo de Neiva, S.Bartolomeu do Mar, Marinhas, R o , Aptilia, Aguqadoura,
Averomar, La Bruje, Mindelo, Vila CIiB, Angueiras.
21. In 1990, the day fishery boats were equipped with radios, which will liopefully improve
safety.
22. According to Miranda d a Costa Pereira (1986) the children suffer from stammering,
shyness, skin diseases, or epilepsy.
23. Miranda da Costa Pereira (1986) points to a relationship between sweet water (the river
Neiva), and salt water (the ocean). He postulates, that the people of the valley of tlie river Neiva
might be afraid that the ocean would flow into tlie river, causing damage to the agricultural
plots.
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Conceptualizing Human Fishers as Predators
in Marine Ecosystems
Some Cautionary Notes for Fisheries Management

Janzes R. McGoodwin
University of Colorado

ABSTRACT I t has been suggested that models conceptualizing human fishers as predators in marine ecosystems hold potentials for developing fislieries-managen'lent policies.
However, questionable assumptions inherent in some of these models may also lend tliem
tlie potential for confounding that process: for example, the low degree of interdependency and lack of coevolution between human fishers and their prey, and the consequences for fishing effort which stem from Iiuman fishers' having culture.

Introduction
Formal models have a language and methodology all their own, which for
some in fisheries management is seductive in its elegance and persuasive in its
seeming authenticity. Hence, reliance upon such models may pose a tempting
alternative to the otherwise formidable task of weighing and mediating the
ambiguous, complex, and frustrating problems that often surround the
development of appropriate fisheries-management policies. Yet, as Maiolo
and Orbach (1982:13) observe regarding various formal models used by
economists who are interested in fisheries management, 'Although they
embody appealing language and method [they] somehow fail to predict the
necessary range of consequences of policies.'
To this criticism advocates for the use of formal models in fisheries
management often reply, 'Even if these models are not perfect, scientifically
speaking they are still the best thing we have.' But, are they?
McGuire (1991), in a masterful article about the failure of certain shrimp
fisheries around the world, explains how misconceived scientific discourses
sometimes become hegemonic discourses in policy formulation, even though
as Palsson and Durrenberger (1990:138) remind us, 'Biological models are
not simply descriptions of nature, they are cultural artefacts, too.' In other
words, policy makers sometimes forget that scientific models emanate from
a particular professional milieu - a fisheries-management subculture having
its own theoretical ethos, initiation rites, rules governing group membership
and rites of passage, linguistic usages, dialectical patterns for
communicating, collective concerns for reducing professional risks and ensuring survival, and other shared concerns.
A grave problem may therefore arise when questionable scientific formulations amass sufficient power to sway the development of management
MAST 1991, 4(2): 62-71

policies. As McGuire (1991:33) observes, drawing on ideas from several
others,' a persistent problem in fisheries management today is how the
seemingly 'authentic discourse' of the scientist becomes the 'authoritative
discourse' as well, permitt'ing it to play a decisive role in the establishment of
management policies.
Moreover, while most formal models used in fisheries management are
phrased in deterministic and mechanical form (including those simulating
'chaotic' population changes: e.g., Wilson et al. 1990), suggesting they are
'predictive models,' it should be noted that this is only a matter of their form.
Otherwise they remain simplifications of reality which only rarely predict
future fish populations corresponding with various projections of fishing
effort, and almost never predict future populations of human fishers and/or
their fishing behavior corresponding with various projections of fish stocks.

Modeling Human Fishers as 'Predators' in Marine Ecosystems
Human paleontologists generally agree that our human and nearly human
ancestors passed through a long, evolutionary stage while subsisting mainly
as predators (cf. Binford 1987; Dart 1953; Shipman 1984; and Trinkaus
1987:107). Indeed, the idea that the predator's way is still a fundamental
aspect of even modern humanity's physical and behavioral make-up remains
a popular idea. Robert Ardrey, for example, unquestionably the most renowned popularizer of this idea, states in his best-selling book, African
Genesis: 'Children of all animal kind, we inherited many a social nicety as
well as the predator's way' (1961:g). However, when it is proposed that
modern fishers may be conceptualized as any other predators in marine
ecosystems, and especially when this is asserted to hold potentials for the
development of fisheries-management policies, then a few cautionary comments seem in order.2
McGuire's recent article on the failure of certain shrimp fisheries caused
me to think back on an article by Jeffrey Icassner which appeared in MAST
a few years ago. In it Icassner stated:
An ecological profile of a fishermen population would present a more comprehensive
ecological study, examining tlie ecological processes of predation, competition and
adaptation from the perspective of the fishermen. All pertinent factors would therefore be
taken into account (1988:182).

Furthermore, he said:
The baymen are examined from the perspective of a predator on hard clams requiring a
certain amount of harvest to survive and as competitors with each other and with other
predators for Iiard clams as well as with those seeking to control access to bay bottom for
shellfish culture, among others (ibid.).

Of course, formal models of the population dynamics of non-hunzan

organisms in marine ecosystems have achieved some limited success in terms
of their predictive power (e.g., Icremer and Nixon 1978). Many of these have
employed versions of what is known as the 'Lotka-Volterra' predator-prey
formulation, a mathematical framework which formalizes the population
dynamics of a predator and its prey as a coupled system of nonlinear
differential equations. This framework was developed by Lotka (1925) in
Elements of Physical Biology and Volterra (1926) in 'Variations and Fluctuations of the Number of Individuals in Animal Species Living Together,' and
later refined into nearly its modern form by Fleming (1939) in 'The Control
of Diatom Populations by Grazing.'
While variously successful in terms of their predictive power, these models
are of necessity simplifications of reality, since they simulate-the interdependent dynamics of only a few organisms out of a milieu typically containing
thousands. Furthermore, their creators usually acknowledge that there are
still many other dynamics in the sea - that is, other than the interdependent
dynamics between the populations of the predators and the prey being
modeled - which sometimes make even the best conceived models go awry.
Nevertheless, because of their formal elegance, their seeming ability to take
all pertinent factors into account, and occasionally, their predictive power,
these models early on drew the attention of fisheries managers.
Models of fisheries dynamics conceptualizing human fishers as predators
in marine ecosystems have also been proposed (e.g., Clepper el al. 1979). A
few are quite formal and have likewise utilized versions of the Lotka-Volterra
formulation, and practically all were developed for purposes of informing
fisheries management. But just how useful are they infisheries management?
The anthropologist Francis Bowles (1979:27) posed this same basic question
more than 12 years ago. Speaking at the 1978 International Symposium on
Predator-Prey Systems in Fish Communities and their Role in Fisheries
Management, he said:
I arn trying to ask a very general question. Fisl~ermenare clearly predators in a marine or
estuarine ecosystem. [Bull To wllat degree, from a biological standpoint, would you
expect the same moclels, the same constraints, as you would see in another predator, to act
on these fishermen as predators ... In other words, if a group of fishermen has developed
a set of internal rules to govern their bellavior and govern the options they have for wllat
species they want to go after and when tiley will switcll prey species ... How mucl~
correspondence might we expect to find between that situation and a predator-prey model
whicl~treated them like another fish species?

Returning now to Kassner, on first glance his ecosystemic conceptualization of the clammers of The Great South Bay, New York, as predators on
hard clams does seem a parsimonious and valid description of the instrumental relationships among the fishers, the resource (hard clams), and other
human competitors. But, when he concludes that 'The ecological profile also
has potential management applications as it reveals fishermen dynamics and
it could be used to predict how fishermen respond to management imposed

externalities' (1988:194), I wondered whether 'all pertinent factors' had
indeed been taken into account.
Particularly troubling to me was a statement appearing in an early paragraph:
A fishermen population (i.e., fishermen in a geographically discrete area harvesting the
same organism) is no different than that of any other species (ibid.:182).

Certainly he meant 'a fishermen population ... is no different than that of any
other species' for purposes of the model he proposed, but even so I began to
feel uneasy with that proposition.3
Human versus Marine Predators in Marine Ecosystems
Most formal ecosystemic predator-prey models involving non-human organisms are concerned with interdependent predators and prey whose populations are affected by their interactive dynamic in conjunction with their
respective birth and mortality rates. Thus, a high degree of interdependency
between the predator and its prey is a necessary (even if tacitly assumed)
condition for constructing these models.
However, when human fishers are conceptualized as predators in predatorprey models of marine ecosystems the same degree of interdependency
between their populations and those of their prey cannot be assumed. This is
because fishers' populations only partly derive from their success in capturing their targeted prey, while myriad other factors may be more decisive historical and traditional residence and occupational patterns, for example,
important symbolic orientations surrounding self identity, and other complex
sociocultural, economic, political, and demographic dynamics, not to mention influences from forces completely external to the fishery. In essence,
while most formal ecosystemic models posit predator and prey as mutually
dependent variables, in reality human fishers have far greater degrees of
freedom vis-a-vis those frameworks than the degrees of freedom that can be
assumed for their prey.
This lesser degree of interdependency between human fishers and their
prey, as compared with that which typically obtains between non-human
predators and their prey, stems mainly from the fact that human fishers and
their marine prey do not live in the same medium. Recall that Volterra's
(1926) initial formulation was concerned with 'Variations and Fluctuations
of the Number of Individuals in Animal Species Living Together' (emphasis
mine). Thus, Lotka-Volterra formulations which conceptualize human fishers as predators in marine ecosystems significantly depart from Volterra's
original conception.
Another factor undermining the necessary assumption of interdependence
is that there has been no significant coevolution between human fishers and
their marine prey. Whereas many predator-prey relationships among animals

human survival also entails the maintenance of complex sociocultural
dv-. ...namics. And for most of modern humanity this dynamic prompts demands
for natural resources which far exceed what is needed merely for biological
maintenance, growth, and reproduction.
--J

Summary and Coneiusions
Ecosystemic models which conceptualize humans as any other predator in a
marine environment - even those which are informally constructed as prose
texts such as in Kassner (1988) - assert or at least imply erroneous parallels
between human fishers and other marine predators by inhering questionable
assumptions about the nature of the relationships between the human fishers
and their prey. Such models may have heuristic value for facilitating discovery of the main instrumental relationships in an ecosystem, and are
potentially of greatest use when biological conservation of the prey species is
the first concern. Otherwise, they offer little insight concerning how to
manage human fishers.
What they most lack - even when they succeed in predicting future fish
stocks corresponding with varying types and levels of fishing effort - and
that which is so difficult to formally link to them, are two other objective
functions. These are what Shoemaker (1990:102) calls 'a criterion function
for determining management's success and permitting comparison with other
management programs,' and 'constraint equations,' which place limits either
on the decision variables or on the dynamics of the system. Failing integration of these latter two functions, ecosystemic predator-prey models fall
short of being true management models.
In a different vein, another problem inherent in conceptualizing human
fishers as predators stems from the pejorative connotations surrounding the
word 'predator' itself, which include 'plunderer,' 'destroyer,' 'devourer,'
'pillager,' and 'robber.' Thus, by labelling human fishers as 'predators' in
marine ecosystems we risk dehumanizing them in fisheries-management
contexts.
Models conceptualizing human fishers as predators in marine ecosystems
may offer useful perspectives for framing management-policy questions, but
they should be only one voice among many. A diversity of voices which are
authoritatively vested in diverse ways, and which propose models of many
types, should always inform fisheries-management policies.
I have no doubts that our ancestors passed through a long, evolutionary
stage by living essentially as predators. Nor do I doubt that 'the predator's
way' remains a fundamental aspect of even modern human nature. But when
we make the leap from those general assumptions to more formalized
conceptualizations of humans-as-predators in the fisheries we may run into
trouble. This is because of limitations in the models themselves, because the
dynamics they inhere are not necessarily analogous to modern human nature,
and because in doing so we risk dehumanizing the very people whose lives we
otherwise hope to improve.

Notes
1. Specifically, Asad (1979:623), Bourdieu (1987:809), Durrenberger (1988), Goodrich
(1987:132), McEvoy (1988), Meehan (1984), Palsson and Durrenberger (1990:138), and Smith
(1990).
2. In a very general sense, most bioeconomic models utilized in fisheries management today
imply that human fishers are 'predators' in marine ecosystems, since they presume the existence
of equilibrium states regarding human fishing effort on the one hand and managed fish
populations on the other.
3. My main concerns in this article are briefly discussed in McGoodwin (1990:87-88).
4. Some scholars refute this notion - notably Ingold (1986a:16-17 and 248-49, 1986b, and
1988:9-11). Citing Bock (1980:148), Ingold develops an argument that culture is not the sole
province o f human beings because 'some species of animals (primarily vertebrates) have "culture
histories"' (1986b:217). This, he says, is because a large part of 'the transmission of tradition' in
humans and higher animal forms 'entails a kind of observational learning' (ibid.:359), and is not
restricted
to traditions learned through intentional teaching. Voegelin (1951:370), who similarly
.--..
relies on this broader interpretation of learning, likewise asserts that 'infra-human animals' have
culture.
I feel these views are irrelevant for fisheries management for two main reasons: first, because
none of the marine prey which is the object of human fishing effort today can be regarded as
'infra-human'; and second, because no discrete populations of any marine species which are
exploited by human fishers seem to 'learn' differential behaviors analogous to different localized
'traditions' which significantly help them to evade the particular method of capture being
applied to them.
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Burning Bridges?
Polish Fisheries Co-operatives in Times of Transition
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ABSTRACT The classic co-operative principles of self-management and participatory
democracy are in conflict with many of the characteristics of a socialist 'command'
economy. Thus, fisheries co-operatives would be expected to occupy a weak position, if
any, in a socialist economy. Nevertheless, Polish fisheries co-ops developed into a strong
and viable sector of the fishing industry long before the current political changes. In this
paper we describe the traditional role of co-operatives in the Polish fishery. We also
discuss how the process of privatization may affect fisheries co-operatives in the future.

The co-operative is an organizational form which can be found in both
capitalist and socialist economies. In parts of Eastern Europe, as in many
other socialist countries, co-ops have played a significant role in the economy. Poland is no exception to this rule. According to a 1980 report by the
London-based International Co-operative Alliance, co-operatives account
for up to 60 per cent of the country's retail turn-over, provide about 65 per
cent of urban housing, and play a substantial role in primary industries such
as agriculture and fisheries. Co-operative membership amounts to roughly 10
million people, close to a third of the country's population. In fact, the Polish
Constitution states that the government has a special responsibility for the
support of co-ops: 'The Polish People's Republic supports the development
of the cooperative movement in town and countryside, and also gives it
all-round assistance in the fulfilment of its task, while ensuring cooperative
property , as public property, special support and protection' (ICA 1980:34).
The existence of co-operatives in socialist countries raises several questions, for instance, are these co-operatives fundamentally different from
co-ops in the West? To what extent is their organizational design dissimilar?
Do co-ops play a parallel role in the overall economy in both systems? What
are the working conditions for co-ops in the two situations?
The sparse literature on the co-operative sector in socialist economies
suggests there is great variation in organizational structure and the role of the
co-op sector in the economy. The Yugoslavian system of self-managed firms
MAST
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has unique co-operative features (Horvat 1975; Tivey 1978). According to
Bahso (1982), in The People's Republic of Yemen fisheries co-ops elect their
own managers. In Nicaragua, partly through informal mechahisms, the
Sandinista government's rather 'paternalistic' role in its interaction with the
fisheries co-ops impeded membership initiative and control (Jentoft 1986). In
Poland the already substantial local initiative and self-management increased
in the 1980s.
Traditionally, socialist countries regarded co-ops as a transitory phenomenon, a step on the road to communism. Thus, according to the International
Co-operative Alliance-report (ICA 1980:4): 'As socialist countries advance
towards communism, the development of cooperative property will steadily
approach higher levels of socialization, and approach state forms of property.' An example of this is found in Bulgaria where the state gradually
expropriated all co-operative property, including fisheries co-operatives. The
communist party saw the co-operative movement as a threat to the system
In Cuba, fisheries co-ops were set
because of its success and competiti~eness.~
up just after the revolution, only to be abandoned later as the state expanded
its role in the fishery (Sandersen 1990). Nevertheless, the ICA report is
optimistic about the role of co-ops in socialist economies. It argues that in the
future 'one must proceed from the premise that cooperative organizations
will continue their vigourous development' (ICA 1980:4) As we all know, the
political situation in the countries of Eastern Europe has changed dramatically, and today one may well ask whether the co-operative from now on will
serve as a vehicle on the road to capitalism.
This paper describes the past and present structure of co-operatives in the
Polish fishery, and discusses how co-operative principles are implemented
and enforced in practice. Case studies of four fisheries co-operatives which
demonstrate the great diversity among Polish fisheries co-ops, make up a
dominant part of the paper. They also show that changes in legislation have
increased the co-ops' potential for self-management. The final section addresses the recent shift in the political regime and discusses how privatization
may affect the future of fisheries co-operatives in Poland.
The Structure of Polish Fisheries Co-ops

History
Co-ops have existed in Poland since 1876 when the first co-operative, a
co-operative printing company, was established in Krakow. Today they play
a substantial role within many sectors of the economy. According to the
Polish Yearbook of Statistics 1984-1986, co-ops contributed 8.9 per cent of
the GDP (Gross Domestic Product).
From the start, co-operatives developed in labour intensive sectors rather
than in those branches of the economy which required heavy investments. In
1939, almost one hundred work co-operatives existed all over the country,

employing a total of 5,000 members. When reconstruction started after the
Second World War the co-operative movement, which had been postponed
during the war, resumed its activity. However, because of the communist
take-over, the social and political climate had changed dramatically. Many
co-operatives organized among small manufacturers and craftsmen, took
over shattered industrial plants from the state, saving some industrial sites
from disappearing.
The first two decades after the war brought a rapid expansion in the
co-operative movement. This may best be attested by the increase of the
number of employees. In 1945 co-ops employed close to 3,000 people, in 1964
more than 500,000. Since then this figure has been fairly stable. In 1987, the
Central Federation of Work Co-operatives had 1,542 members. A11 fisheries
co-ops associated with the Federation through the National Union of Fisheries Co-operatives. As we shall see in the final section of this paper, the most
recent restructuring towards greater decentralization, has drastically affected
the position of these institutions.
Most of the fisheries co-ops were formed in the decade following the
Second World War. They were located primarily in the Northern and Western Territories which were incorporated into Poland under the Yalta
agreement. These areas experienced massive migration in the wake of the
war. The majority of the German population left with the withdrawing units
of the German army, while those who stayed behind resettled soon after.
Later people from various parts of Poland, especially from the Eastern
territories of pre-war Poland, migrated to the area.
By helping to provide housing and employment, the fisheries co-ops
contributed to the social integration and assimilation of the new inhabitants.
In many localities the fisheries co-ops had state firm competitors, but in spite
of this co-ops grew rapidly. Important for their growth, was the financial
assistance from a special fund aimed at work co-operatives which was formed
from the profit contributed by all members affiliated with the Central
Federation of Work Co-operatives.
After some years the fisheries co-operatives achieved success in their basic
activity: fishing. They trained newcomers from all over Poland as fishermen,
and provided proteins in a situation were farming activities were down, partly
due to the problem of land-mines. In addition, they initiated related activities
such as the repair of vessels and gear, fish processing and retailing. Thus they
became vertically and horizontally integrated enterprises, a distinctive feature of Polish fisheries co-operatives up to this day.
Present Structure
In 1987 there were 23 fisheries co-operatives in Poland. The six largest co-ops
are all on the Baltic coast, primarily involved in offshore fishing and fishprocessing. Eight fisheries co-operatives operate close to the coast line. They
are small-scale and work both inshore and on the bay. Four co-operatives are

located on the rivers. Four of the co-ops process fish as their only activity.
One co-op runs a repair shop for boats and processing equipment where other
co-ops are customers.
Polish fisheries co-operatives engage in a broad spectrum of activities, and
in this respect differ from most fisheries co-ops in the West. For instance,
they play an important role in their local communities, both by creating
employment opportunities and by organizing events for their employees'
leisure time. They often sponsor holidays and visits to cultural institutions in
bigger towns and cities. They run health services, day nurseries, kindergartens and recreational facilities for employees and other inhabitants of the
local community. Frequently, the co-operatives participate financially in
water- and gas supply, and road construction.
The total membership of the fisheries' co-operatives amounts to 4,000
people, of which 1,500 are fishermen. In 1985, there were close to 17,000
fishermen in Poland, including both state and private fishermen (2,000).
Women comprise the bulk of co-operative land employees (1,300) and work
primarily in fish processing. The co-ops employ from 30 to 600 persons, the
average of employment being 174. Most employees, including fishermen as
well as fish-plant workers, are members of the co-op.3
With their many sided activities Polish co-ops become rather complex
organizations. Studies of Western fisheries co-ops show that this may lead to
internal conflicts and problems in co-ordination among members (cf. Clement 1986; McCay 1988). However, by granting membership status to all
employees, and not only fishermen, such problems are handled through a
process of participatory democracy.
Fish Supplies
In 1986, 80 per cent of the total co-operative catch was cod, herring and
sprat. The remaining 20 per cent was composed of species like salmon, trout
and eel. Close to 75 per cent of the total co-operative catch (out of 33, 000
tonnes) originated from offshore fishing, one quarter from coastal fishing,
and two per cent was caught on the rivers. Overfishing and pollution lead to
strict fisheries regulations on the Baltic in the mid-1980s. As a consequence,
the total catches of the co-operatives declined dramatically, especially in the
cod-fishery. In 1989 the total co-operative catch amounted to 23 894 tonnes
which is close to one-half of 1980 landings.
The majority of the co-ops realize their catches from grounds in the
Southern Baltic, within the Polish fishing zone. Some grounds, belonging to
other countries, are made accessible through bilateral international agreements. Fishermen also operate in the Pomerian and the Vistula bays.
The fisheries co-ops' share of the total Polish catch is only 5.5 per cent,
while their portion of the Baltic catch amounts to around 20 per cent.4 This
figure have been fairly stable since the mid-sixties. The five state-owned
fisheries enterprises have captured an average of 65 per cent of the total

catches over the same period. In addition, the state enterprises also run a
distant water fishery. Private fishermen account for the remaining part of the
total Baltic catches. The co-operatives also purchase fish from state-owned
companies, from private fishermen, and from Swedish and Danish fishermen. Fish processing persists in 19 of the 23 existing co-ops. The main
products, frozen fillets, pickles and tinned fish, are sold both to domestic and
Western European markets. Only the co-ops fish and process salmon, which
has a very high market value.
Co-operatives have different ties to their fleets. The general rule is that
members own the 450 small inshore and bay boats individually. By contrast,
the co-ops own 80 per cent of the I10 steel-hull cutters (betwee? 17-26 metres
in length) which supply them.l Individual members own the remaining
cutters. In general, co-ops have full control of the operation of the cutters.
Therefore, as long as there are fish, they can rely on a steady supply.
However, some co-ops have more than 20 cutters, while others have none.
The co-ops have acquired an increasing number of cutters over the years,
while the opposite has occurred among private fishermen. The price of
cutters is prohibitively high for individual fishermen, and the costs of regular
overhauls and new navigation equipment well beyond their financial capability. On average, therefore, co-op cutters are newer and more modern than
privately owned cutters.

Formal Organization
Today, a law enacted in 1982 regulates the co-operative movement in Poland,
fisheries co-ops included. A close reading of the law shows much correspondence with the 'classic' co-operative principles of participatory democracy
and self-management. A board of at least three members is mandatory, and
is controlled by a supervisory council of members. Both agencies are formed
by, and elected from, the members. The general meeting decides the basic
strategic
questions, including the appropriation and distribution of revenues.
-.
The meeting also evaluates the performance of the governing agencies and
the management.
All elections take place through secret ballot: and the number of candidates
is unlimited. The standard co-op principle of one member one vote is applied.
Resolutions need a simple majority, unless the proper act or statute stipulates
a qualified majority. The resolutions of the general meeting are binding for
all members of the co-op. However, a member may appeal in a court of law
against any resolution that he or she deems illegal or inconsistent with the
statutes of the co-op.

Umbrella Institution
To date, all fisheries co-ops associate with the Gdynia based National Union
of Fisheries Co-operatives (NUFC). The Union has 55 employees, with 25

additional people working in the Union's Institute of Research and Planning.
The member co-ops elect the Council. The general assembly, which meets
every second year, appoints the management.
The NUFC is crucial to !he member co-operatives, particularly in its role in
the national fisheries management system where the NUFC represents member co-ops in negotiations on the distribution of the Polish national quota.
The Union administers the allotment of the co-operative quota among
member co-ops according to their track record. It is the responsibility of the
co-operatives to allocate the quota internally as well as to implement and to
enforce regulations.
A number of other NUFC activities have contributed to the success of the
fisheries co-operatives. The Union negotiates fish prices with the state,
imports fisheries equipment on behalf of its members, and acts as mediator
in exchange of fish quotas, for instance in swapping cod for herring with
Sweden. It also promotes and assists in the introduction of new technology in
the co-ops, drafts development plans for the co-ops, and elaborates the basic
statutes for them. Sometimes the Union recommends that co-ops merge or
co-ordinate their activities. Another of the important tasks it performs is
providing the required endorsement for a co-operative arranging bank credit.
It also administers the development fund to which each co-op contributes 20
per cent of its profit. The individual co-ops can borrow money from the fund
for new investments, and may obtain assistance during periods of low
earnings. The co-op receives support if it is unable to provide the fishermen's
guaranteed minimum wage. Another Union task is organizing professional
training in various vocations. It runs an experimental aquaculture station
with a hatchery for salmon stocks, and stocks the Vistula River with salmon
smolts. Fish export is not an NUFC task. Instead, the co-operatives export
their fish through the co-operative sales organization Rybex in Szczecin.
Four Case-Studies

Our research included visits to three fisheries co-operatives: The 'Rybmor
Co-operative' in the town of Leba on the Baltic west coast, the 'Wyzwolenie
Co-operative' in Swibo on the Vistula river, and the 'Zagiel Co-operative' in
Stegna on the Vistula Spit. Here we interviewed the managers and some of the
member fishermen. In addition to data from these co-operatives, our presentation will draw upon a report by Thomesen (1976). His study contains a
section on the 'Jednosc Rybacka Co-operative' in Gdansk.
Of these four, the Rybmor and the Jednosc Rybacka co-operatives are the
oldest, both established in 1945. The Wyzwolenie and the Zagiel co-ops were
formed in 1953 and 1957. Rybmor has the second largest membership of all
the fisheries co-operative in the country. It has a total of 450 employees,
including 80 fishermen and 60 people in the administration. In 1980, Rybmor
fish supplies amounted to 7769 tons. Mainly due to overfishing of Baltic
fish-stocks as well as problems of pollution, by 1989 this figure was reduced

to 1462 tons, ranking Rybmor as the seventh largest of all the co-ops, with the
'Certa' co-op of Szczecin on the top.6 The reduction in tons of fish is also
reflected in the membership figures. In the last few years, the number of
employees within Rybmor has been reduced by 150 people. According to
Thomesen, in 1975 the Jednosc Rybacka co-op had 400 employees. By 1988
the membership was reduced to 235, including 80 fishermen. The Wyzwolenie
co-operative has 105 people on its pay-roll, including 60 fishermen. The
Zagiel co-op is somewhat bigger with roughly 120 members out of which 94
are fishers.
Since all co-operatives operate under the 1982 co-operative law, they have
many similarities. However, there is also notable diversity among them. For
instance, it makes a difference whether they operate offshore, on the bays or
on the rivers. This leads to variations in harvesting technology, fish species
and processing activities, and it also influences the scale of production and
ownership.
The Rybmor co-op which operates on the Baltic, focuses its activity almost
exclusively on the offshore cod fishery and processes mainly frozen fish
fillets. By contrast, in the Wyzwolenie co-bp, which is situated on the Vistula
River, cod plays a minor role. Plaice, herring, salmon and eel are the most
important species. Pickled and smoked fish make up the Wyzwolenie co-op's
product-mix. The Rybmor co-operative, which owns and runs 24 cutter
trawlers, operates all the year around, while the Wyzwolenie co-op with its
smaller vessels and two cutters, has a two month closure in the winter due to
ice conditions. Most of the Wyzwolenie co-op's supplies come from 24
small-scale and privately owned boats (6 metres or less in length). Their gear
includes drift nets, box traps and hooks and lines.
The Zagiel co-operative' located on the Vistula Spit has characteristics
which differ from the other co-ops. It owns a number of motorboat pounds,
both on the sea beaches and on the shore of the Vistula Bay. It also owns the
hoisting winches used to pull boats onto the beach. One hundred and four
motorboats, all privately owned by members, supply the co-operative. The
members participate in several forms of fishing. They use nets to fish cod and
salmon at sea and, in the bay, they use trap boxes for eel and herring, and nets
for pike, perch and bream. As is the rule in most co-operatives, member
fishermen repair their private boats and gear at their own expense; however,
the co-op organizes joint purchases of fishing equipment. It guarantees the
receipt and sale of the catches. Contrary to the other co-ops described here,
fish processing is not a part of the activities, therefore it offers no jobs for
women.7 The co-op has store-rooms and a number of trucks for transportation.
The role of the Zagiel co-operative in fisheries management is worth
noting. Gear conflicts and competition over space occasionally occur men
fishing on the bay, who either belong to different co-operatives or operate
privately. To create order on the fishing grounds, the co-ops in the area have
agreed informally to divide up the fishing grounds, giving each co-op its own

territory. Private fishermen are also partners in this agreement.
A lottery is organized every year within the Zagiel co-operative in order to
give fishermen-members equal and fair access to the fishing grounds. Each
fisherman is allotted a certain area where he alone can put his gear. In order
to avoid overfishing on thd bay, a general rule states that a fisherman may not
use more than eight traps. A government agency implements and enforces
this regulation.
The Rybmor co-operative has a broader spectrum than most other fisheries
co-ops in Poland. Ship repair and maintenance are substantial activities,
employing 290 people, and servicing other co-op customers. Rybmor is
self-sufficient with regard to services for its own boats and processing .
machinery, and as do most co-ops, Rybmor handles its own transportation.
In this way, it is independent of external agents, an important factor in the
turbulent Polish economy.
The economic success of the co-operative is reflected in the fact that
Rybmor has modernized its cutter fleet continuously. The newest vessels are
somewhat larger (21 metres) than the old ones and are financed through
several sources such as loans from the development fund through the National Union of Fisheries co-operatives, state bank loans, and by the co-op's
accumulated means.
Rybmor purchases some of its fish from other co-ops and some from
private fishermen. By contrast, the Jednosc Rybacka co-operative sells fish to
other processors. In 1975 the Jednosc Rybacka processed a total of 10 000
tons, more than any other co-op. Twenty two per cent of all co-op catches
stem from this co-operative. According to the 1989 statistics, the total catch
volume processed by this coop was reduced to 1462 tons. In addition to
fishing and fish processing, the Jednosc Rybacka co-op is engaged in many
other activities. It has an ice factory, makes and repairs its own nets, carries
out maintenance and simple repairs of its own vessels, and owns and operates
a fleet of lorries. Furthermore, it has a fox-farm where the waste from the
fish processing is used as fodder. These activities are crucial as they help
make the co-op independent of unreliable external supply sources. According
to Thomesen, the Jednosc Rybacka has been a very successful enterprise.
Rybmor has exported its fish products since 1957. In 1987, it started a new
form of export, transporting catches directly from the fishing ground to a
foreign contractor in Bornholm, Denmark. In this way the co-operative
obtains foreign currency directly, which strengthens the co-op financially. It
also allows the co-op to pay some crew a portion of their salaries in hard
currency, through special currency bonuses paid to each fisherman according
to his position onboard.
Otherwise, a fisherman's pay depends on the amount and quality of the
catch. There is no standardized income-sharing system for all fisheries
co-ops, and each co-op decides its own sharing system. For instance, the
Wyzwolenie co-operative divides the value of the catch between the firm and
the crew on a 70/30 per cent basis. In the Jednosc Rybacka the split is 55/45.

The co-op share covers operation and maintenance of the vessels, work
boots, clothes and food. All members share the yearly bonus, which, if
catches have been good, may exceed by several times the ordinary monthly
salary.
In addition to the monetary benefits, co-op members benefit from various
social services. Members of Rybmor, for instance, get medical care from a
clinic on the premises. All employees undergo compulsory medical examinations. Medical treatment and stays in sanatoriums are at the co-op's expense.
Furthermore, Rybmor subsidizes up to 80 per cent of holidays for members
and their families, depending on family income. Members can take part in
organized family holidays at the holiday centres of the National Federation
of Co-operatives and, in addition to the trips, cultural arrangements and
sports activities sponsored by the co-operative. Rybmor owns a marina and
a number of sailboats for members' use. Most of these services are available
to retired members. Another popular service is housing for the ten per cent of
employees living outside Leba. If they decide to build a house on their own,
the co-op provides a loan. In the 1960s Rybmor initiated a 100-apartment
housing co-operative.
At the co-op's expense, members may attend various courses arranged by
the government marine boards, nautical schools, and educational centres of
the co-operative movement in order to obtain the required licences as fishermen or skippers. Participants keep most of their salary even if the course lasts
for several months. Rybmor employees receive average wages computed on
the basis of their earnings the preceding three months.
The Board of Rybmor makes the decisions on admission of new members.
By law, a candidate must wait a year before he or she is accepted as a full
member. In practice, however, the process often works faster. The membership fee is three per cent of the salary. In Rybmor, all employees of the
co-operative are eligible for membership. In this way membership reflects the
activity of the co-op. Decisions are also reached through a process of broad
participation of all affected interests within the ~o~operative.
Furthermore,
this process means that all members have a producer role in the co-op. This
lowers demand for high bonuses, which would otherwise reduce the co-op's
capacity to generate its own funds.
Rybmor has a voluntary Supervisory Board of 15 members who receive no
form of remuneration. Elections are held yearly. In Rybmor the same person
has been chairman of the Board for 26 years.
Discussion
Despite the apparent success of Polish fisheries co-operatives, the role of
co-operatives in the Polish system has traditionally been ambiguous, For
decades, fisheries co-ops faced a peremptory state bureaucracy which made
co-operative principles of self-management and participatory democracy
somewhat fictitious. In fact, government policy deliberately slowed down the

expansion of the co-operative sector. Barriers such as frequent changes in
legislation and other government regulations, like the tax system, were put
into place. Preferential treatment of the state sector through measures such
as taxation, provision of materials and means of production, was common.
Also, possibilities for selling the ready produce were limited by government
restrictions.
With the Solidarity movement and the political upheaval it triggered,
important changes in co-operative legislation took place in the mid-1980s.
The position of the co-operative movement in the national economy was
strengthened and self-management re-enforced. Co-ops could now, more
than ever before, control their own property, production profile, trade and.
marketing. Self-contained accountancy and the freedom to negotiate their
own loans from state banks were introduced, forcing them to rely on their
own financial abilities. At the same time, the state abolished subsidies to the
fisheries co-operatives. Thus, concomitant with increased autonomy came
.*
increased responsibility.
The 1980s also brought changes in the role of the two umbrella organizations which used to be part of the state command system, i.e., the National
Federation of Co-operatives and the National Union of Fisheries Co-operatives. Their position became more limited although they retained their role as
service institutions. They functioned as co-ordinators among co-operatives,
and acted as representatives for the co-ops vis-avis the government.
Due to quota restrictions, the NUFC became more active in the harvesting
management system. The organization negotiates the distribution of the
Polish quota and handles the allocation of the co-operative quota among
members. Thus, the Union obtained a key role in a broad based 'comanagement' system (Jentoft 1989; Pinkerton 1989; McCay and Acheson
1987). In most western countries the co-operative sector of the fishing
industry lacks a similar umbrella organization, making the introduction of
co-management difficult, if not impossible, on a large scale. In order to
participate effectively in regional and national policy making, either through
consultation or by delegation of management responsibilities, fishermen
must also be organized on these levels.
Despite these changes, co-operative members are still voicing criticisms.
They argue that co-ops continue to be fenced in by the state, and that, as in
other countries, quota restrictions are hard to accept. Co-ops also criticise
rules for access to various harbour facilities, the limitations. on co-ops'
freedom to conclude individual contracts with foreign partners, and the
regulations on fuel distribution. Complaints about the tax system are common. For example, co-operatives claim that frequent changes make long term
planning impossible. Fisheries co-ops pay 65 per cent of their net gain in
government tax, and when added to the 20 per cent fee to NUFC, this limits
a co-op's ability to generate funds. This curbs their autonomy and their
ability to expand, benefitting only those less successful co-ops which can get
support from the NUFC. For the more successful co-operatives, however,
this is discouraging.

Oligarchic tendencies on the local level are also criticized, particularly in
the larger co-operatives. In the Rybmor co-op, for instance, some members
are dissatisfied with management regarding the manning of the cutters. As
expressed by one crew member:
The selection should be left to the skipper, but it is in the hands of the administration.
Afterwards there are arguments at sea over even the pettiest of things. One is always
irritated then and cannot work properly.

There is a custom that the co-op cannot force the crewmen to sail together
against their wishes. In practice, crewmen are often unfamilkar with each
other, and this may reduce their ability to work as a team. Some fishermen
condemn other aspects of the management's behaviour:
The proportion of the administrative employees and fisllermen should be changed (it is
one wl~itecollar worker per 2-3 fishcrmen). The treatment of the fishermen is not fair penalties in the company are different for the fisl~ermenand for the administration. The
co-operative is in bad hands. if this does not change, in ten years there will be a collapse.
The old ones leave the company one by one, the young ones do not come, there is nothing
to lure them here.

The Rybmor co-op has done well and fishermen-members have benefitted
from higher incomes than people in many other occupations. For instance,
Rybmor fishermen earn three times as much as their fellow processing
workers. Nonetheless, there is growing fear among fishermen about their
future. As expressed by one Rybmor fisherman:
Prospects are very poor, the young ones leave the occupation as they do not see any
prospects. If the material conditions are improved as well as the treatment of fishermen,
then maybe ... At present there are very good conditions for lieavy drinking, and this is
terrible.

The Rybmor co-operative lost 40 per cent of its fishermen between 1982
and 1987. More and more young people prefer other industries, or leave
fishing communities for the large cities, a general tendency not limited to
co-op fishermen. Few co-operative fishermen prefer going private. Despite
the fact that private fishermen get higher earnings and more autonomy, for
example in operating on the black market, co-op fishermen have many
privileges unavailable to private fishermen, such as access to free medical
care, holidays partly funded by the co-op, pensions and compassionate
allowances. The co-operative also assists in obtaining apartments for members and provides special hard currency allowances.
Financially, it is more difficult for a private fisherman to buy a new vessel.
Instead, he must rely on the second-hand market of boats from the co-ops or
the state enterprises. But even these are hard to get. The co-operatives try to

avoid competition on local fishing grounds, and are, therefore, often reluctant to sell their used boats to private fishermen. Being a co-operative (or a
state) fisherman also means free or inexpensive access to fishing gear,
working clothes, cold stores, repair shops, ice supplies and a guaranteed sale
of the fish. For these reasons, newcomers to the fishery also prefer employment in the co-operative or in a state enterprise. The latter enterprises,
however, experience a higher turnover among crewmen than co-ops because
of less freedom and lower salaries.
A New Political Climate

The Polish economic system is now in great turmoil. The old communist rule
is abandoned, and a new structure is underway. Determining the strategies to
follow towards privatization of the economy is now high on the public
agenda. Like other Eastern European countries, Poland is experiencing that
the road to capitalism is full of hindrances. Creation of new institutions to
replace the old ones is a complex process that takes time. A Russian joke
describes the common problem of the new Eastern European political regimes: 'We know that you can turn the aquarium into a fish soup; the
question is, can you turn the fish soup back into an aquarium?"
The future of the co-operative movement is uncertain. Will it survive the
transition to capitalism? The outcome is hard to predict. Dismantling the old
system raises the question of the nature of a co-operative; Is it private or
public? Per definition, a co-operative is neither private nor public or it
contains aspects of both. In reality, however, there are great variations, also
among Eastern European countries, as to where on the continuum between
private and public co-ops operate.
Whether the co-operative sector will be swept away by the privatization
process depends to a large extent on the role co-operatives played in the past
and the what extent to which they are compromised by the old system. Were
they autonomous co-operatives just on paper and were they mere instruments
of central authorities? Their future hinges upon the political legitimacy of the
co-operative concept.
In this respect, the Polish situation is somewhat ambiguous. On the local
level, co-ops struggled to defend and expand self-management. On the
national level, however, co-operative umbrella organizations worked as
agents of government policies. The consequences can be seen today. The
central organizations have now been dismantled while the local level co-ops
are still hanging on.
The fishery sector is no exception here. Despite the fact that the National
Union of Fisheries Co-operatives from the early 1980's became more serviceoriented, it ceased to exist in 1990. No alternative umbrella-organization has
been put in its place, while the fisheries co-ops await a new co-operative law
which is due to be discussed by Parliament in June 1991.
There are several reasons to believe that co-operatives may continue to be

a force to be reckoned with. The co-operative model seems to have gained
support during the political debate on privatization. Privatization of many
state firms follows co-operative principles in that stocks are sold to the
employees. Also trade barriers, which previously made the autonomy of
co-ops fictitious, are now removed. For instance, there are no import quotas;
foreign exchange is freely available to importers without discrimination
between public, co-operative and private sectors; tariffs have been slashed
substantially with some raw materials being allowed in duty free. There has
also been a similar deregulation of export trade.
Such reforms benefit the fishing industry in general and co-ops in particular. But Poland is now experiencing the severe economic crisia common to
other Eastern European countries. The rate of inflation is high, partly
h the
triggered by the Gulf crisis and oil prices, and traditional markets s ~ c as
Soviet Union and East Germany are more or less lost. Moreover, the Baltic
fish stocks are in jeopardy due to overfishing and pollution. Thus, the threat
to Polish fisheries co-operatives may be more economical and ecological than
political in nature.
The future of fisheries co-operatives also depends on the changes that will
occur within the state sector. The state sector is by far the strongest force
within the Polish fishing industry. Last but not least, fisheries co-ops depend
on a loyal membership. Also private fishermen benefit from the removal of
restrictions on trade and finance. The extent to which Polish fisheries co-ops
will be competitive now that members have the real choice of going private
remains to be seen.
Notes
1. Part of the research for this paper was carried out during a visit to fislleries co-ops in
October 1987. We also interviewed the Managing Director of the National Union of Fisheries
Co-operatives, Seweryn Szczesny, who accompanied us to some of the co-operatives. We would
like to express our thanks to Mr. Szczesny for his help. The research was updated during
November and December 1990. We would like to acknowledge the support of the Institute of
Philosophy and Sociology, University of Gdansk. We are also grateful for useful comments on
the manuscript by Barbara Cottrell, Anthony Davis, and the editors of MAST.
2. The authors visited Bulgaria in November 1990 as part of a follow up to this Polish study.
3. Some of the facts and figures of Polish fisheries co-operatives presented here are publislled
in Polislt Marititne News, No. 5/318, May 1987.
4. Poland extracts roughly 17-20 per cent of the TAC of the Baltic fishery (CUWC 1987:lG).
5. The share of the offshore cutters amounts to 65 per cent of the total co-operative catches.
These are mainly trawlers.
6 . We have more information on Rybmor than on the other co-ops as we are also benefitting
from the report of Bjarnevold et at. (1987).
7. In the coastal fishery there is only one female fisher. In the deep-sea fishery, however,
women are often employed as navigation officers, in fish-processing and in health service on
board factory vessels.
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The Diffusion of 'Eambreta,' an Artifidal
Lure, at Bizios Island (Brazil)
I
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ABSTRACT We studied the adoption process of a special jig used to catch bluefish
(enchova - Potnafomussal~afor)at Bdzios Island. B6zios Island is a fishing community
of about 44 households located in southeast Brazil (SBo Paulo State). Data were collected
through direct observations and interviews. Observations of fishing trips were done at
Porto do Meio harbor. The main hook-and-line techniques used to catch bluefish at
Bdzios are latnbrefa (jigging), corrico (trolling) and deep line. T l ~ elambreta has been
replacing the corrico. Lambreta allows more yield per hour fishing than corrico. Unlike
the corrico, it does not require natural bait (nylon skirts give the lure a life-like motion).
Innovator categories were also found: younger and full-time fishermen are most likely to
adopt the lambreta in contrast to older and part-time fishermen. Both features of the
innovation and adopters are important to understand the process of the diffusion of the
lambreta among fisherman categories.

Introduction

Studies on diffusion of innovations and technological change can be very
useful in understanding the mechanisms and processes of cultural and social
change within communities. Some authors, such as Boserup (1981:3) have
stressed that human history can be regarded as a long series of technological
changes. Bernard and Pelto (1972:4-5) defined two sets of innovations: the
ones which involve large-scale environmental modifications (dams, factories,
'new cities') and the small-scale technology ('microtechnology'), which is
usually owned by individuals or families.
Anthropological research on innovation has been focused on the decisions
made by individuals concerning the adoption or rejection of innovations.
Two main questions are usually asked in these studies. The first concerns the
understanding of what kind of individuals tend to adopt innovations and
why; the second is concerned with understanding which kind of innovations
are adopted in certain circumstances (Acheson 1981).
An 'innovation' can be defined as the use of a new idea or technique when
there is certain degree of uncertainty attached to the enterprise (Downs and
Mohr 1979). Thus, adopting an innovation involves risk. Rogers and
MAST
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Shoemaker (1971:27) and Rogers (1983: Ch. 7) reviewed theories, concepts
and studies on diffusion of innovations. They defined general features of
innovators and of innovations. For example, they classified potential adopters into categories of innovators, early adopters, early majority, late majority
and laggards. These categories were correlated with socioeconomic status,
personality and communication behavior. Downs and Mohr (1976) suggested
that features of the innovations ('primary and secondary attributes') associated with environmental circumstances are critical to the understanding of
adoption or rejection of an innovation. However, most studies on innovations have focused mainly on adopter's features rather than attributes of the
innovations (Dewees and Hawkes 1988).
Even in modern fishing communities, little is known about the process of
technological change (Acheson 1982:279). Some studies on maritime fisheries
have compared Rogers and Shoemaker's and Downs and Mohr's theories on
diffusion of innovations. Acheson and Reidman (1982) studied four kinds of
innovations of fishermen from northern New England. They found that
different sets of independent variables could explain fishermen's decision to
each innovation. Also, they observed that fishermen from similar geographic
and economic environments would tend to adopt similar kinds of innovations. Dewees (1985) and Dewees and Hawkes (1988) studied technical
innovations in Pacific Coast trawl fisheries. Their results also indicated that
each innovation adopted was explained by different sets of independent
variables. They concluded that both features of potential adopters and of
innovations are important in the decision to adopt or not an innovation.
Also, the match between the innovation and the potential adopter's needs is
critical.
Recent theoretical work (Boyd and Richerson 1985:166,245) points out
that studies on diffusion of innovations can be used to investigate the relative
importance of some cultural and social change processes. Boyd and Richerson's model of cultural transmission offers a valuable approach to understand the main evolutionary forces involved in individual's behavior and in
the transmission of an innovation within a population. In particular, three
kinds of bias modeled by Boyd and Richerson (1985) might be important:
direct bias, which corresponds to Downs and Mohr's hypothesis, and indirect
and frequency dependent bias, which correspond to Roger and Shoemaker's
approach.
In November, 1986, we observed that a kind of jig, locally called lambreta
and used to fish bluefish (Poinatomus saltator), was adopted by some
fishermen from Buzios Island (SB0 Paulo State). The objectives of this study
are to understand the.process that underlies the adoption and transmission of
this kind of innovation among artisanal fishermen. The analysis focuses on
features of the innovation as well as on fishermen's cultural and social
characteristics. In this study we suggest that the approaches mentioned above
are complementary and show relative importance in different stages of the
process of diffusion of the lambreta among fishermen. Innovation features

are very important in the transmission of lambreta between fishermen from
the coast of SBo Paulo and innovators from Buzios Island. ~ d o ~ t e r ' s
features play an important role in the process of the diffusion of lambreta
inside Buzios Island, i.e., among innovators and early adopters.
This research was undertaken on Buzios Island, which is a fishing community located on the coast of SBo Paulo State, Brazil (see map 1). This island
includes 8 small harbors with canoe shelters, and about 44 families. Willems
(1952) studied this community in detail. At the time of Willems' study,
agriculture was a very important economic activity. Nowadays, fishing is the
main source of cash for families from B ~ z i o sand is performed mainly with
paddled canoes, hooks and lines and gillnets (Begossi 1989).
Procedures

At Buzios Island there are 36 part or full time adult fishermen. A preliminary
interview was done with 31 fishermen and was followed by seasonal interviews such as in Spring (November 1986, n = 27), Summer (February 1987,
n = 21), Autumn (May, n = 27) and Winter (August, n = 21). The sample size
varied because fishermen were sometimes absent from their homes, for
example being away on a fishing trip or buying supplies on the coast.
Interviews were conducted in six harbors of Buzios (39 families), which are
Costeira, Guanxuma, Mae Joana, Pitangueira, Porto do Cais and Porto do
Meio. Information about the diffusion of lambreta, cash income, age and
educational level of fishermen was obtained in these interviews, which were
based on questionnaires.
Fishing activities were sampled at Porto do Meio harbor, the most popu-
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adoption of lambreta by fishermen. Direct observation of fishing trips and
questionnaires served to determine the time of adoption. For example,
innovators are fishermen that were using lambreta since the beginning of the
fieldwork; early adopters were using it in the first months of the field work
and late adopters used it in later months and/or seldom used it.
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Map 2. Blizios Islattd attd ifs harbors.

Utilization of Hook-and-Line for Bluefish Fishing

lous harbor at Buzios Island (22 resident fishermen 18 years up), for 4-5 days
each month, during 14 months, starting in November 1986. The sample
included fishermen that fish near the island and use paddled or motor canoes
(16 fishermen). Very often fishermen's sons and relatives from the coast
participated in fishing trips. This increased the sample to 24 fishermen.
Among 4 docks existing at Porto do Meio, 3 are used by canoe fishermen and
1 is used by 6 fishermen that fish by boat near Silo Sebastigo island. The
sampling process included the collection of data on fish species catch and
weight, time of trips, time spent fishing and fishing gear for all fishing trips
occurring from and to a randomly sorted dock. During every sample day,
priority was given to the sorted dock. Thus, all trips from and to docks used
by canoe fishermen were sampled but,in case of simultaneous trips, the trip
recorded was of the priority dock.
Fishermen were divided in four categories: innovators, early adopters, late
adopters and non-adopters. These categories were based on the time of

Bluefish (enchova - Pornatornus saltator) is the most important fish at
Buzios Island in terms of catch, diet, and cash sales (Begossi 1989). It is
caught by hook-and-line and with gillnets. The hook-and-line techniques
used by fishermen for bluefish are locally called corrico, lambreta and linha
de fundo ('deep line'). Corrico is a common hook-and-line system used in
surface waters; it is a kind of trolling, since fishermen pull the bait using a
canoe. The deep line is a hook-and-line with a lead weight attached for deep
water fishing. The lambreta is a jig with an artificial lure consisting of a lead
weight and nylon skirt (Figure 1). According to Buzios fishermen, the
artificial lure is supposed to mimic sardines or duskies. Jigging is the fishing
method used for lambreta.
As explained by fishermen from Buzios Island, before 1986 they normally
used the corrico, deep line or gillnets to catch bluefish. During our study the
corrico (trolling) was in the process of being replaced by the lambreta
(jigging). As fishermen stress, deep line is not a directly competing technol-
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and that there is no need to paddle their canoe while fishing, making fishing
less tiring. Fishermen that use both types of gear explained that the lambreta
catches fish in deep waters and the corrico catches fish in surface waters.
Other fishermen explained that they first try one kind of gear; if they are not
catching any fish, they try the other. It was also argued that lambreta is
suitable for motor boat fishing and corrico more suitable for canoe fishing.
In May, interviews showed that 22% of fishermen were using either
corricos or lambretas, 11% only deep lines and 37% both corricos and
lambretas. The explanations given were the same as those from February,
except for one fisherman who emphasized that the advantage of the lambreta
is that it does not need a natural bait, which is time consuming to catch.
In August, fishermen were asked to rank their utilization of the corrico and
lambreta in bluefish fishing. In this interview, 52qo of fishermen ranked the
Iambreta in first place and only 5% ranked the corrico in first place, 10%
ranked both corrico and lambreta in second place and 5% ranked the corrico
in third place; 80% said they did not use the corrico any more and 38% said
they do not use lambretas. Thus, in about one year, the corrico was largely
replaced by the lambreta. In fact, during the fishing sample at Porto do Meio
harbor, relatively few fishing trips which included fishing with corricos could
be sampled.
The seasonal pattern of hook-and-line usage for bluefish is in Figure 2.
'

Figure 1. Exanrples of gear used at Blizios Island: (A) lambrefa, used to cafclt bhtefislr. The jig
can be seen within the nylon filarttenfs w/riclt are an arf~yicial
lure; (B) ripperjig (jangarelho) ~tsed
to catch sq~rid.Tire lines wrapped on flre lead sltank act as a lure.

11111 M
ogy with the other two because it is used in late afternoon and at night. Not
all fishermen use this gear as some are afraid of fishing at night. These
fishermen own canoes of one-person size and do not feel confortable being
alone in the canoe at night. Both corrico and lambreta techniques are used
during the day.
In November, interviews showed that 63% of fishermen were using the
lambreta to fish bluefish. Lambretas are not easily found in the markets from
SBo SebastiBo Island or SBo SebastiBo City. These are the localities at which
fishermen and buyers from Buzios go to sell fish and to buy products (see
map 1). Fishermen usually buy the necessary materials (hook, lead and nylon)
and manufacture the lambreta theniselves. The first fishermen who adopted
the lambreta have specialized in making and selling them to other fishermen
from Buzios. Among the users of lambreta, 88% answered in interviews they
know how to make it.
The interview conducted in February showed that 38% of interviewees
prefer to use corricos to catch bluefish, 24% prefer lambretas and 38% do
not show preferences. Most interviewees who prefer the corrico explained
they either do not know how to use the lambreta or do not own one; others
explained that lambreta must be pulled quickly out of the water while they are
fishing, which is physically tiring. Fishermen who prefer to fish only with the
lambreta argued that they catch more fish using it as compared to the corrico,
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Figure 2. Montirly rttilization of line-fishing gear used to catclt bltcefis/l at Porro do Meio harbor.
N = 1137: totalgear used in 906 fislting frips, 1986-1987.
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Table 2. Fislierrnet7's Attrib~ttes:Age, Ed~icatiot7alLevel (EDU), Part-FL~NTitne Fisliertnan
(FPT), N~tttzberof Fisl~itrgTrips (NUF), Farnily Montlzly Casli Ir?come and Incotnc per Capita
(INC arid INPC in US$), and Classifcation of Adopters/Nor7-Adopters (INO).

Fishermen

AGE

EDU

FPT

NUF

INC

INPC

Table 3. Sigt7ificar7t Res~cltsof tlze Regressior? Analyses Usirlg the Categorical Variable 'I1
(Itlriovators= I , Early Adoplos = 2, Late Adopters = 3 arid Non-Adopters = 4) as the Dep6
er7t Variable. Data Are in Table 2 and Are Log Transfortiled. D W = Durbirl- Watsori d-test.

INO

Estimalor

r2

Df

P

Dw

Age
Age'
Education
Number of fishing
trips

0.66
0.86
0.35
-0.55

0.29
0.61
0.30
0.56

29
28
16
13

0.01
0.001
0.05
0.01

0.69
2.23
1.52
N.A.

Income and
number of fishing
trips"

-0.25
-0.50

0.78

10

0.01

N.A.

Independent variables
I
2'
3'
4'
5'
6'
7'
8'
9'
10'
I I'
12'
13'
14'
15'
16'
17'
18'
19'
20
21
22
23'
24
25
26
27
28
29
30'
3 1'

57
40
43
58
59
22
27
28
28
31
58
36
32
40
34
29
46
37
20
24
45
65
25
40
67
53
27
44
36
22
18

0
4
3
0
1
0
1
1
I
1
0
0
5
0
I
0
5
3
0
5
0
0
ND
3
0
1

4
5
1
0
3

0
0
I
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
I
0
1
I
1
1
1
1
1
1

I
0
1
1
1
1
1
1

51
23
34
NS
14
86
78
87
58
150
NS
48
17
NS
0
56
NS
NS
59
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
48
25

4
190
24
101
60
70
143
100
102
81
207
55
67
186
67
112
95
101
118
134
65
136
518
96
21
395
82
155
85

..

**

12

4

17
3
25
7
12
71
33
25
14
69

2
2
3
3
1
1
1
1
1
4

11
22
37
21
21
19
34
32
45
32
27
173
16
7
56

2
3
3
3
2
3
3
2
3
4
4
2
2
3
2

21
22
9
17
17

2
4
3
2
3

' First difference metliod used here (Gujarati, 1978: 240) to correct for autocorrelation observe Dw test.
" R" 00.4 and F, p < 0.001
N.A. = not applicable in N < 15

'innovator.' Education is not very important as r is relatively low. Educ
tional level differences are small among fishermen from B6zios Island, sin
most of them are illiterate or functionally illiterate. The variable income
significant only when the variable NUF is included in the model. T ~
'innovators' tend to be younger and full-time fishermen whereas non-ado&
ers tend to be older and part-time fishermen. Any fishing gear innovation w
be more of interest or will more closely match the needs of an acti
fisherman. Moreover, older fishermen are disproportionately involved
agricultural activities and less in fishing activities (Begossi 1989).
Tlie Transmission of Lambreta Use Among Fishermen
a
4

EDUCATION: 0 = illiterate, 1 = functional illiterate, 2 to 5 = years of study.
FPT: 0 = part-time fisherman, I = full-time fisherman.
ADOPTER/NON-ADOPTER CLASSIFICATION: 1 = innovator, 2 = early adopters, 3 = late
adopters and 4 = non-adopters (based on interviews and on observations on fisliing trips).
'
= fishermen from Porto do Meio I~arbor.
= sons of fisherman 2.
NS = fishermen not included in sample (boat fishermen or fishermen from other harbors).
ND = no data available.

..

The most important 'innovators' are five brothers (6 to 10, Table 2) fro
Porto do Meio harbor, These brothers live near each other and usually fi!
together. They were the first to learn and teach other fishermen how to u
and manufacture the lambreta. Among 17 fishermen, 12 learned to u,
lambreta from these brothers. Fishermen 8 and 6 were the most mentioned k
interviewees. Nine interviewees explained they had their first contact with tl
lambreta through fishermen on a boat from Ubatuba City. Ubatuba City
a few miles farther from B6zios Island than Szio Sebastizio City (see map 1
Islanders reported that they saw fishermen from Ubatuba catching a lot (
bluefish using lambretas in front of Bdzios Island. They then obtained a

example of this gear (stories differed as to whether they were purchased or a
gift from Ubatuba fishermen), tried it and decided to adopt it. In fact, the
five brothers (especially fisherman 8) were often observed making and selling
lambretas for other fishermen from Buzios. These brothers often tell this
story about the Ubatuba boat.
In another interview, all adopters cited the name of at least one of these
'innovator' brothers as the ones responsible for the teaching of lambreta
utilization or manufacture in the community. Again, fishermen 8 and 6 were
the most quoted.
As pointed out by Rogers (1983:271), opinion leadership is very important
in the diffusion of innovations. Downs and Mohr (1976) observed that
prestige is commonly attributed to individuals who are among the first to
adopt new innovations. Among Buzios's fishermen, the 'best fishermen,' or
the ones who usually have good catches, have a high status within the
community. Buzios community is constituted essentially by part and full time
fishermen. Manioc cultivation is performed in small plots by old men (usually
part-time fishermen) and women (Begossi 1989). Thus, we expect that 'innovators' should be among tltelmost prestigious members of the Buzios community.
To assess status and prestige among fishermen, fishermen were interviewed
to obtain information regarding who fish the most and best at BGzios Island
(November). All fishermen cited the name of at least one of the 'innovator'
brothers as the fisherman who fishes most. In particular 14 cited fisherman 8,
11 cited fisherman 9 and 9 cited fisherman 6. Twenty-one fishermen considered fisherman 8 as 'the best fisherman' and 13 mentioned fishermen 6 and 9.
The explanations given by islanders include that these men are always fishing,
they fish at night, they usually catch many and big fish, and that fishing is
their main economic activity.
The high status that these fisherman brothers have among other Buzios
fishermen played an important role in the diffusion of the lambreta in this
community.
Factors Affecting tile Diffusion of Lambreta at Blizios Island
Rogers (1983: Ch. 6) observed that features of the innovation are usually
important for its diffusion. He classifies these as 'relative advantage,' or the
degree to which an innovation is perceived as better than the technology
already in use; 'compatibility,' or the degree to which the innovation is
consistent with experiences and values; 'complexity,' or the degree to which
the innovation is difficult to understand or use; 'trialability,' or the degree to
which the innovation can be experimented, and 'observability,' or the degree
to which it is visible to others. Downs and Mohr (1976) classified the
attributes of an innovation as 'primary attributes,' or ones that everybody
agrees on (cost, communicability, among others) and 'secondary attributes'
(those perceived by senses).
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The lambreta (jigging) is highly 'trialable' and observable, since it can be
easily experimented and fishermen are aware of their own and others results.
The 'innovators' helped to reduce the complexity of this gear by teaching
other fishermen how to use it. Also, 'trialability' is increased by the innovators, since they either taught fishermen how to make lambretas or how to use
them (and also by selling some of this gear, making them available). The
lambreta is quite compatible with existing fishing practices, since it is mainly
a direct substitute for the corrico and does not require dramatic ancillary
changes in behavior. The relative advantage of this innovation is that it
allows higher returns per hour, of the most important fish at Buzios (bluefish:
enchova), than the corrico (trolling) without being risky as the deep line
technique.
Adopter features, such as suggested by Rogers (1983)' were also found to
be important. Young and full-time fishermen are the 'innovator class' in the
diffusion of lambreta. Thus, the rapid diffusion of the lambreta at Buzios can
be understood in terms of both innovation and fishermen features in an
environment in which it is effective and highly compatible. Downs and Mohr
(1976) have emphasized that characteristics of both adopters and innovation
are important to understand the extent and rate of the adoption. Actually,
fishermen from Buzios often ask visitors to bring them fishing gear. The thin
nylon used in the manufacture of lambreta is not commonly found at either
SBo SebastiBo Island and City. The material made available by visitors is also
helping to the speed of the diffusion of lambreta at Buzios.
According to Boyd and Richerson (1985:134-36), biased transmission is a
process of cultural evolution in which variants are favored over others. They
consider this kind of transmission as a major force directing human evolution. Biased transmission is classified by them in 'direct bias,' 'indirect bias'
and 'frequency dependent bias.' In direct bias, an individual's decision is
based on trying different objects or behaviors and to choose among the 'best'
(as in Downs and Mohr's hypothesis that primary attributes of innovation are
important in adoption). In indirect bias, the decision is based upon prestige
or some similar attribute which individuals imitate (as in Rogers' concept of
opinion leadership). Frequency dependent bias occurs when the most common behavior is imitated, independently of the intrinsic features of the
behavior.
The behavior of the adopters of lambreta can be understood through these
forces of cultural transmission. Innovators behave mainly through direct
bias, since they tried the lambreta and decided to adopt it after evaluating the
results. Indirect bias also plays some role, even if secondary, as innovators
had the opportunity to observe other fishermen using this gear before using
it themselves ('outside people' represent status among islanders). However,
indirect bias is a strong force concerning the diffusion of lambreta within
Buzios's community: early adopters observe and imitate the gear used by the
fishermen considered as the 'best' from the island. Thus, the use of lambreta

gives certain prestige among fishermen, since the best fishermen use it.
Frequency dependent bias seems the more important force driving the decision of late adopters.
Boyd and Richerson (1985:167) observed that direct bias is evident in most
innovation case studies presented by Rogers and Shoemaker (1971). The
authors also observed the importance of indirect bias for small groups of
innovators, which is similar to the case described for Buzios Island.
A similar innovation was adopted by Buzios fishermen in the early eighties
and gives additional insight into the adoption process on the island. It is a
special jig used to fish squid. Squid fishing takes place during the Summer,
from November to March (Begossi and Duarte 1988). The squid jig is an
'umbrella hook' or ripper jig (Von Brandt 1984:133), locally called jmgarelho. One kind of ripper jig which needs natural bait was replaced by
another, which uses an artificial bait (lines around it function as bait - see
Figure 1).
All Buzios fishermen now use the 'new' ripper jig. As with the lambreta
gear, fishermen usually make ripper jigs instead of buying them. Interviews
(November) show that 57% know how to manufacture them. When fishermen were asked about how they learned to make ripper jigs, 56% answered
that they learned from fishermen 6 to 10, the same five brothers (Table 2)
from whom they learned about the lambreta. Twenty-five per cent explained
they learned about it from fishermen from a boat from Santa Catarina State
(south of Brazil), which was fishing squid near Buzios. There are many Santa
Catarina fishermen on the coast of SBo Paulo State. In recent years, many of
these fishermen have migrated to SBo Paulo coastal areas with their families,
and they are called 'Catarina' by local fishermen. As with the larnbreta
adoption, Buzios fishermen explained they decided to adopt the ripper jig
because it does not require natural bait and because they saw the 'Cgtarina'
catching a lot of squid with it.

second stage, or in the transmission of the lambreta among innovators and
early adopters in Bljzios, both attributes of the innovation and of adopters
were critical. In this stage, indirect bias based on prestige was contributing to
the spread of the innovation on the island. The forces of cultural transmission
suggested by Boyd and Richerson (1985) allowed the understanding of the
different stages of the diffusion of lambreta which was fundamental to
perceive the dynamic process of diffusion of an innovation.
The fact that the lambreta and the new ripper jig do not need natural bait
(time spent fishing is thus increased) played a key point in the diffusion of
both innovations at Bitzios Island. The same 'class' of innovators were found
for both gear. Dewees (1985) and Dewees and Hawkes (1988) found that
different sets of variables explained the adoption of each of the innovations
they studied, probably due to specific innovation differences in the match
among adopter-innovation. Both innovations studied at Buzios are similar in
their primary and secondary attributes. Thus, the finding of a specific class of
innovators for this case cannot be generalized for other different innovations. These might be considered as a cluster of innovations that the same
people need or see the same relative advantage in adopting.
The question of adoption or rejection of innovations may be confused by
our own belief system (Smith 1977). As pointed out by Alexander (1975),
peasant villages cannot be considered conservative if they accept new
methods that increase their rewards and reject methods that raise risks.
Studies by Alexander (1975, 1976) at Sri Lanka, by McCay (1978) at Fogo
Island (Newfoundland) and by Forman (1970) in a Brazilian fishing village
(Alagoas State) have shown that fishermen tend to adopt innovations if they
respond to their needs in specific environments. This is a critical point that
should be well understood by government agencies: programs without local
participation and evaluation are very likely to fail.
Finally, the importance of the fishing boats that stop at Buzios cannot be
neglected. These outside fishermen provide opportunities for islanders to
observe new technologies. Rogers (1983) pointed out that a cosmopolite
communication behavior is a common feature of innovators. Innovators
from Bitzios Island have such behavior, since the adoption of both lambreta
and ripper jigs depended on relationships developed between fishermen from
Bitzios Island and other localities.

Conclusions
The approaches by Rogers and Shoemaker (1971) and by Downs and Mohr
(1976, 1979) in the study of innovations are complementary with regard to the
adoption of lambreta at Buzios Island. The lambreta is an innovation which
can be experimented by fishermen with no difficulty and is compatible with
existing fishing practices. Its relative advantage includes higher returns per
hour fishing and the fact that it does not need natural bait, which are
'primary attributes' in Downs and Mohr's sense. On the other hand, adopters
features were also found to be important, as young and full-time fishermen
more readily adopted the lambreta than older and part-time fishermen.
Actually, different aspects seem important in different stages of the adoption process. In an initial stage, innovation features were the key in the
transmission among fishermen from Ubatuba and Buzios (direct bias). In a
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